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The savages had just caught sight of the Warrior. It had a curious effect upon them. Instead of
retreating, th:ey cast th emselve~ ·in a body upon the ground. Frank could not help a smile .
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,rank Reade, Jr.'s Electric lnvention,"The Warrior"
OR,

FIGHTING THE APACHES I.N. ARIZONA.
•
By ''N .ON AME ."

CHAPTER I.
PURSUED BY APACHES.

Far out, upon a Western prairie a man was galloping
ong at a rapid rate, mounted upon the back of a fine mus•
ng.
He was a man
. of commanding figure, dark, clear-cut fea' res, and a drooping mustache.
He was dressed in the buckskin suit of a scout and wore
wide sombrero. In general his appearance did not greatdiffer from that of the ordinary Western plainsman. But
is manner was that of alarm and keen. anxiety.
As he rode he rose at times in his stirrups scanning the
orizon closely. Then he put spurs to his horse and rode
n faster tha.n ever.
" It 'pears to me," he muttered after a time, "that it's
oughty queer that I don't see any sign of that fort. .It
ain't be thet I'm off the track, fer as sure as my name are
.;ariat Luke I'm on the right course."
Lariat Luke, for this was the sobriquet the rider had given
imself, sat down deeper in the saddle.
He plied the spur and dashed on.
Mile after mile the tireless mustang galloped on over
prairie roll and le el expanse.
~

But still the same vast unbroken plain lay upon every
side.
But after a time a faint dark line began to appear upon
the horizon.
The scout uttered a sharp cry of joy.
"T!mber !" he cried. · "We shall make it, boy. Keep
up!"
Tlie faithful horse seemed to understand his master's
words completely, for with a neigh of apparent comprehensian it quickened its stride.
Nearer the timber drew every moment.
And now a new complication arose.
. Suddenly from below a roll in the plain not more than a
half mile distant th~re appeared a number of riders.
The long lances, the waving plumes, even at that distance told I,ariat Luke the truth.
They were the Apaches, those dread savages of the plaius,
who are such a terror to the traveling white man, the cowboy, the hunter or the scout.
To fall into their hands was certainly equivalent to death.
Lariat Luke's face paled.
"Great guns!" he gasped. "Apaches, an' a hull army
o£ 'em. This is a pesky close shave fer me. I had better
cut."
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There was no doubt about it.
But the scout was for a moment puzzled to know just
what point to ~tart for.
"If I qnly knew the exact ·spot on yonder horizon where
the fort is," he muttered, "I'd strike fer it."
But the darkness was fast coming on and objects in the
distance were dim.
What was to be done?
I
There seemed but one way and that was to proceed at random.
.So he struck out at full speed.
Even at that distance their derisive, fierce yell was heard.
The scout's blood turned chill, even in spite of himself.
But he kept his mustang on the jump.
Darkness was settling down rapidly.
On went the race.
Lariat Luke's Mrse seemed to hold his own quite well.
"I only hope that darkness will come before they can gain
on me," muttered Luke. "I may be able to give them the

his rifle and s ·1•k 'down upon one knee, peering into the
gloom, and resol ed to sell his life as dearly as possible.
He could hear the thunder of hoofs coming toward him.
The forms of the Apaches became visible, and acting upon
inspiration, he began rapidly firing.

It needed but a glance for Lariat Luke to see that the
animal was past use.
His leg was broken, and he could hardly limp around on
three legs.
, In spite of his peril the scout's heart went out to the
horse.
But there was nothing that could be done f~r the poor
'animal.

But there was no use in wasting further time cogitating
over the mystery.
The car was gone from sight, and at any moment the
scattered Apaches might return.
.So Lariat Luke again set his course and rode away into
the night.
~

Of course, this attracted the attention of the Apaches
toward him.
They came down upon him now full tilt, firing their
rifles and yelling like demons.
In the gloom their shadowy forms went circling about
him in a death circle.
The scout had received three slight
Closer it drew.
wounds. The bullets were flying about him like hail.
It was plain that he could not hope to long escape being
struck in a vital spot. Doggedly he worked his repeating
Winchester.
#

But at the,last moment, and when death seemed certain,
a strange thing happened.
There was a thunderous trembling of the ground, and
sliP yet."
down through the d::trkness there rushed a mig~ty black
'ibis was the scout's only hope. He knew well what his
,
monster. .
iate would be if overtaken by the dreaded Apaches.
It was in shape something like a car, with windows blazThere was nothing too cruel for them to inflict upon a
ing with light, and as it thundered down upon the Apaches
. captive. Torture most awful was their delight.
there was a puff of smoke, a roar and terrific explosion, and
So Lariat Luke made the strongest efforts possible to
the air became filled with flying debris and the bodies of
e1ude his dread pursuers.
luckless Apaches.
He kept his horse on the jump, nursing him carefully,
The strange apparition did not come in the sbout's direchowever, and gradually the pall of night thickened.
tion. N or was be near enough to be injured by the exploThe horse-noble animal-responded gallantly to the call
sion.
upon him. The Apaches did not seem to be gaining.
In less time than it takes to tell it all was over.
Finally the darkness became thicker. Hope now seemed
•
The Apaches were scattered in terror, and the ~ar disapfirm-seated in. the breast of the fleeing white man.
peared in the qarkness. Just at that moment the scout saw
But suddenly an unfortunate accident happened.
a riderless horse coming toward him and he caught its
The horse stepped in a gopher hole and stumbled. The
bridle.
rider shot over his head.
In a moment he was upon its back.
Sprawling upon the prairie lay the unfortunate scout.
"Great beavers!" he cried. "What under the sun was
He was for a moment stunned and oblivious of what was
that? It beats anything. I ever heard of. For a moment I
going on about him.
didn't know but that it was a locomotive astray from the
Then he roused himself.
Scrambling to his ·feet 1n a dazed manner, he saw the track, but thar ain't no railroad track within five hundred
miles of here."
faithful horse limping about the plain.

Two hours later he topped a rise in the prairie and saw
lights in the distance.
A cheer broke from his lips.
Death was close upon him, and realizing this, he seized
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He knew that they were the lights of the fort of which
.e was in quest.
"Fort H~gh Rock!" he cried joyfully. " At last!"
As he drew nearer he was soon able to distinguish the
,utlines of the fort.
'l' here was the stockade and the ba-rracks, and suddenly he
w a light in the grass just .ahead of him, and a voice cried:
" Halt l Who comes there ?"
It was a picket guard, and the scout pulled in his horse..
" A friend," he replied.
" Can you give the countersign?"
" No."
" Then you can go no further in this direction," said the
uard.
'' Wall, p'raps not," said the scout, bluntly; "but I tell
e I must see Leftenant Clarke at once !"
" The lieutenant is asleep. Come around in daylight."
" No, by thunder!" cried the scout, forcibly. " A good
any human lives depend upon seeing him now. Call the
orporal's guard an' send for him!"
The guard laughed.
"You're mighty fine to give off orders !" he cried. "Anydy would t hink you was the lieutenant himself."
" Look yere, man!" cried the scout, forcefully, "there is
o use in palaverin' about it. There's a dozen human lives
stake, and I must see the le£tenant at once."
The guard hesitated.
'
" Lives at stake, you say?"
" Yes !"
" What's the matter?"
" Apaches !"
" Well, who's in trouble?"
" Ye'll find out when I see the leftenant."
" Who are you?"
" Wall, I'm Lariat Luke. I've been here afore, I reckon."
A sharp cry broke from the sentry's lips.
" Lariat Luke, the scout ?"
"Yas !"
"Dismount and come up here until I can see your face.
recognize the voice. Do you kn ow me?"
The scout dismounted and approached within the radius
light from the fire.
" Jim Kelley !"
" Luke !"
They gripped hands. Each was well known to the other.
he scout was a frequent visitor to the fort.
"I didn't know you in the darkness, Luke."
"All right, Jim. I must see the leftenant at once."
"Go right up to the fort. Mike will see to your hoss.
lad to see you, Luke."

3

The scout hurried away toward the fort. At the palisade
gate he was met by another sentry who quickly admitted
him.
A messenger was at once sent to Lieut. Clarke's sleeping
room to arouse him.
The scout waited in the little cabin which was used, as
headquarters on tha parade ground:
In less than twenty minutes a tall, straight form came
across the parade ground.
A handsome young man in the United States uniform
stepped into the cabin.
" Luke !" he exclaimed, gripping the scout's hand. "Glad
to see you!"
" The same, leftenant !"
" What can I do for you?"
" I want three hundred men at once, leftenant. Thar's
lively times up in the Los P esos Hills !"
"What? Not at the Ranch Above the Clouds ?"
" J es' so, leftenant."
A sharp, agonized cry escaped the handsome young offi~
cer's lips. H e sprang forward and grasped ti1e scout's arn~;

CHAPTER II.
THE ELECTRIC WARRIOR.

Lieut. Clarke's manner was one of great excitement.
" Tell me the worst, Luke !" he said, huskily; "has harm
come to her?"
"You mean to Miss Alma Dane?"
" Yc~-yes !"
"Wall, sir, I left 'em well, she an' her father, but the
ranch is surrounded by full three thousand Apaches, under
Black Cloud and Long Lance."
" Black Cloud and Long Lance !" gasped the lieutenant.
" Long Lance, as I have learned, is not an Indian, but a
renegade white man nrurned Benton Vance. He has fallen
in love with Alma and has sworn to have her for his bride!"
" An' I mought say further that he seems likely to do it,
leftenant."
"Never! Call out a thousand men, Sergeant Pray; order
the },'eveille sounded. Call the men to arms. We must start
at once for the Ranch Above the Clouds."
"I'd advise ye not to start until daylight, leftenant."
"Why?"
"For many reasons. Ye won't gain anything blundering
around in ther dark. Ther plain out thar is alive with
Apaches."
"How did you get through them?"
" Sharp work, leftenant, nuthin' else. But I want ter tell
yo of the queerest th~ng I ever saw in my life." •

\
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"What is that ?"
''Perhaps you can see it with a glass, lieutenant. It looks
"I'il tell ye !''
like a locomo'tive coming over the prairie."
And the scout proceeded to tell of the curious car which
The lieutenant sprang up on the rampart and leveled his
had descended so destructively upon the body of Apaches glass at the prairie below.
in the darkness.
.
H e saw a curious object at the picket line. H e gave ~
"By the great horn-spoon, I never saw the likes of it f" sha.r p cry.
cried the scout. " I thought it was some locomotive that
"It is the Warrior !" he cried.
had run off the track and struck a course acrost the perThen at that moment into the yard dashed a.ri orderly on
airy."
horseback.
The lieutenant gave a great start.
"A message to you, lieutenant."
"Oh, I think I understand it!" he cried.
Clarke took a handsomely penn,ed note from the officer's
'' Ye do?"
hand, and read :
"Yes; it very likely was that wonderful invention of
Fra~ Reade, Jr.'s, the Electric Warrior."
" To LIEUT. CLARKE:
"Frank Rea de, Jr. !" exclaimed the surprised scout.
"DEAR CLARKE-I thought I would drop in upon you this
"Who is he ?"
beautiful morning and talk over old times. I am giving
" H e is a young and famous inventor, whose home is in
the Apaches a little bit of fun just to test my new invention1
Readestown, a beautiful and thriving city founded by his
the Warrior. Are you 'at home' to callers? Please reply
father, who was an inventor before him."
FRANK READE, J R."
" Yours faithfully,
" Tlie deuce ye say!"
" H e is the inventor of the Steam Man, the Electric Horse
"At home to ca llers ?" laughed the lieutenant. "Well,
.nnd many very wonderful things. I heard but yesterday
should say so!"
that he was in this vicinity with his new invention, chasing
Then he penned a reply in quick order and sent it dow
•
the Apaches."
to the picket.
, "Well, I never .heerd tell on the likes of that afore !" exA few moments later the most curious looking vehicle an
claimed the astonished scout. " What sort of a machine is
there had ever seen came bowling into the yard of the fort.
it, anyway?"
It was ' in shape a half cylindrical shell of finely roll
" I have heard that it is something of the shape of a car,
steel placed upon a deck of the same, and which itself w
as you say, but I have not yet seen it."
trussed upon a fine set of springs apd running gear.
"By jingo! I'd like to see it in daylight. The way it
'rhe wheels were four in number and made with
tossed them red devils. about was a caution!"
grooved tires.
"Very likely. He carries a small cannon aboard, for
'rhe front of the vehicle was open a.nd gave a pa.rt view o
which the government has offered him a fa bulous sum for
the interior. A projection, or dasher, extended in front i
the secret of. It is some kind of an electric gun."
the shape of a vessel's ra~, and upon this was mounted·
" Jingo! that beats me !"
"Then we will not start until daybreak for the ranch. I rakish looking st eel gun.
There was a slide of steel screen, which could be used t
v.·ill take your advice.''
cover
the open front, if necessary.
"All right, leftenant. ' I reckon that H enry Dane an' hi s
Just upon the forward roof was an electric searchlight o
men kin keep the Apaches at bay fer thet length of time."
"God grant they may !" murmured the lieutenant; " if tremendous power.
Windows were in the sides of the Warrior, three in nu
harm should come to the girl I love life is blank f orever."
her.
At the rear was an iron door, and platform and ste
But the men were called out from their quarters, and
preparations made for the, earliest possible start.
Already, however, the gray light of dawn was breaking
in the east.
Just as daylight was flooding the country a number of the
r,icket relief came rushing into the yard of the fort.
Lieut. Clarke happened to be crossing the yard.
"Well," he cried, "what is the matter?"
" Somathing wrong down at Number 10," was the reply.

by which to alight.

'
Everything about the machine was wonderfully light an
symmetrical in construction, beautiful in contour, and gra
in conception.
It was truly what it was intended for, a vehicle of war

a veritable modern war chariot.
Its motive power was electricity, and benEiath could b
seen the motor-cases and storage boxes. ·
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"No. I'll never judge you that way," said Clarke warmThe soldiers gathered in vast numbers to gaze upon this
ly. "I design to start at once, Frank."
tineteenth centur~ wonder.

" All right. I am ready at any time. But come aboard
Just visible in the forward part of the machine was a
jheel for ~teering purposes, and with his hands upon the and let me show you the interior of the Warrio.r ood :in.ilorol p ~kes was the most comical-looking darky one could imag- duce you to Barney and Pomp."
"I shall be delighted."
e.
'rhis was Pomp.
Frank led the way aboard the Warrior.
Pomp
opened the door and Frank said:
At
his
shoulders
was
a
genuine
type
of
the
jolly
Hiber[
an, a whole-souled, merry, joke-loving Irishman.
"Clarke, allow me to introduce you to Pomp. He has a
This was Barney O'Shea.
black skin, but a white heart."
Both were faithful servants of the famous young inventor.
The darky bowed to the floor.
And now, down from the deck of the Warri0r there
"I'se done glad fo' to see you, sah," be said, with a broad
tepped the young man whose name was such a synonym of grin. "You'se berry welcome ab'od de Warrior, sah!"
iame in every part of the world.
The lieutenant exchanged a few light remarks with the
He seemed a mere boy, yet a close look showed a well-knit darky and then was introduced to Barney.
rame, and a clear, handsome countenance, with a head inThe Celt was warm in his greeting.
icating great depth of brain and wonderful thinking
".Shure, sor, it's a moighty foine gintleman yez are, an'
owers.
I'm flattered to meet yez. Shure, I hope yez didn't soil yer
Frank Reade, Jr., advanced and gripped bands with the
, eutenant.
'eWell, Clarke," be said, warmly, "I'm glad to §ee you."
"The same, Frank!" replied the lieutenant. "You have
wonderful invention there!"

gloves shaking hands wid dat naygur there at de door."
"Hi dar, l'ish !" spouted Pomp, indignantly. "Olar to
goodness if yo' ain't sassy. I done reckon. my hands may
be clean if dey am brack. l'se seen lots of dirty I'ishmens,
I has !"
E verybody laughed at this.

"Yes, it answers the purpose well."
P omp and Barney were always :p.agging each other in a
"What has brought you into this region?"
"The Apaches ! I wanted to test my new invention, and mock serious manner.
ear'ing of the late outbreak, I thought I would come down
But in reality they were the warmest o.f friends, and to
have parted them would have been like separating brothers.
ere for diversion and help quell the savages."
Lieut. Clarke was amazed at the beauty of the finishings
"Good! You are a ·philanthropist as well as inventor."
of the Warrior.
"Perhaps so. But what is new, Clarke?"
The young lieutenant gave a start.
It was literally a palace on wheels.
Forward there was a partition, which divided the keyAcross his mind there came a thought of the besieged
nch of Henry Dane, far up on the platea.u of Los Pesos. board and wheel, as well as the electric disc~ from the rest
"Frank!" he cried eagerly. "Do you want to give me of the interior.
A square compartment ,here was f-urnished with bunks,
I?e help?"
"Wha.t do you mean?"
and a small table and seats with plush coverings.
There were cases of arms and other articles hung up by
"I will explain. Not one hundred miles from here there
~ the Los P esos Plateau !"
hooks.
"I have heard of it."
"A friend of min e has a ranch there. called the Ranch
hove the Clouds. H e has been attacked by the Apaches
dis bitterly hemmed in. Unless succor reaches him soon,
e will suffer de,ath. There are a dozen souls in that ranch
ghting for their livf"s, and among them is Alma Dane, the
-rl to whom I am some day to be married. Now you un-

In the rear of the vehicle was the cook room or galley.
An electric stove was here placed, and this was properly
P omp's domain.
"It is wonderful! " cried Clarke; "truly it is a palace on
wheels.''
"You will think it a fortress on wheels -later," said Frank,
with a laugh.
"I dare say."

erstand my more than ordinary solicitude."
Frank Reade, Jr., seized his hand.
"I have a gun whi~ the Apaches will learn to dread!"
"I am glad to hear that. Shall we not start a.t once,
"Clarke," he said warmly, "I will be only too delighted
Frank?"
be of service to you. Shall I refuse to aid a friend?"
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"I see no other way, leftenant; thet machine kain' t
"You say that the inmates of the Ranch Above the Clouds
are hard pressed?"
up onto the plateau by the way we intend ter go."
So it was decided that while the soldiers took a short cut
"Yes."
"Then let us start at once. The Warrior is ready when through a narrow pass in the hills, the Warrior should proyou are."
ceed by a more round-about route.
As they were now in the very heart of the Apache counLieut. Glarke sprang to the ground and ordered his horse~
try, all precautions were taken to avoid a surprise.
A double line of guards were posted, and the soldiers
CHAPTER III.
rolled themselves up in their blankets with their muskets
by their sides, ready for use.
ON THE• TRAIL.
Platoons of soldiers were drawn up in the fort yard.
Barney and Pomp, with their comical ways a.n d genia
Then the horses were brought from their quartern and expressions, became great favorites with. the soldiers.
the mounts made.
Barney was a fine player on the violin., and Pomp coul
The bugle sounded, and the command, with Lieut. Clarke vamp the banjo.
at its head, rode out of the fort.
Both could sing in their inimitable way, and seated abou
The Warrior, with Frank Reade, Jr., and Barney and the camp-fire that evening, they made things merry, indeed
P omp aboard, followed.
until the hour for retiring. ·
The scout, Lariat Luke, was the guide and led the troops.
Then, as the weary soldiers rolled themselves up in thei
Lieut. Clarke rode just behind him.
blankets and relapsed into deep slumber, silence reigne
r In this manner the party swept across the plain.
over the prairie, broken only at times by the distant bark o
the coyote.
Soon the fort faded from view up~n the horizon.
Nothing was seen of the Apaches.
Frank Reade, Jr., retired to rest, but Barney and Porn
If they were near, they took good care to keep out of the could not sleep.
way. They did not trouble the relief party.
The comical geniuses sat out on the forward platform o
"Well, Luke," said. Clarke, as he rode by the trapper's the Warrior and whiled away the time in a friendly game o
side, "how soon ought we to come in sight of the Los P esos poker, under the glare of an electric globe.
Hills ?"
Both were experts at the national game. While the
11
By nightfall, I reckon," replied the scout, confidently. played they chatted and argued in a friendly way.
"You will see them due west from here."
"I jes' go yo' two bettah on dat, I'ish," said Pomp, throw
ing down a couple of coins.
"Can we reach the plateau to-nir.:ht ?"
"I reckon not."
"Begorra, I'll call yez, naygur. What have yez got, any
way?"
"Why?"
Then
there's
"A p&ir ob queens."
"Wall, we won't make- the hills afore dark.
"Aces!"
danger of gittin' ambushed by the Apach~s !"
"Then we will have to camp to-night?"
Pomp flung down the cards in disgust.
"Yas; I reckon!"
"Yo' am dead suah gwine ter break me if I keep on!" h
cried.
Lariat Luke)s prediction proved true.
Barney's eyes twinkled and he slyly abstracted a car
'rhe party came in sight of the Los P esos Ilills by nightfall.
from his sleeve.
Darkness shut in thick and fast and it was thought best
"Yez may have the winnin' av this hand!" he cried
tr Shure, thry it again."
to camp by the side of a small creek near.
Pomp picked up the cards and saw that he had three jacks
'rhis was done and everything made ship-shape for the
night.
This was to him apparently a cinch, and he instantly d
cided to plunge.
'.rhus far nothing had been seen of the Apaches.
Several trails had been crossed, · but the Indians themBarney, the cute rascal, had been watching him, and in
stantly divined from the expression upon his face that
selves had kept very discreetly out of sight.
Plans were now made for the morrow.
had a good hand.
The sly rascal quickly drew an ·ace from his sleeve ~n
It was decided to take different patf1..~t.Otthe plateau. At
added it to two others which he had in his hand.
first, Lieut. Clarke was .adverse to dividing the party.
But sly as he was he .was not shre.wd enough to see th
But the scout Lariat Luke said:

\ .
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he two aces were hearts, which was almost inconsistent for
But Pomp upset the table and made a dive for the tricky
Celt.
ne pack of cards.
"Well, sor !"he said, brusquely; "how will yez play, nay- . "Huh! I jes' fix yo' fo' dat, I'ish !"he roared. "I done
?"
fink yo' don' play no moh such tricks on me as dat !"

11 r

'rhe darky eagE·rly picked up his coins and laid them all
own upon the table.
Barney affected a surprised stare and closed his cards.
"Bejabers, an' phwaiiver are yez doin', naygur?" he cried.
"I'se jes' gwine to bluff yo' dis time I'ish !" cried Pomp.
I'll bet mah pile agin yours on mah hand."
'rhe Celt pretended to be dumbfounded.
"Yez don't mean that?"
"Yes, I does."
"Ye'll bet yer pile agin mine?"
"Dat am a fac'."
"Yez are bluffing."
"Dat's wha' I'm doing."
The wily Irishman fingered his cards a moment dubiusly.
"Bejabers, av I thought ye wasn't bluffin' I'd bet ye."
"You had bettah not, chile."
Barney, with pretended reluctance, shoved his pile into
lhe heap.
"Be Mither Murphy's pigs, I'll foihd out whether yez a.ir
luffin' or not. What have yez got, anyway?"
Pomp threw down his hand and made a grab for the pot.
"Huh! I'se jes' gwine an' done yo' up dis time, chile!"
e cried.
"Howld on!" cried Barney. "Show your cards first.
What have yez got?"
"I'se jes' got enuff fo' to do yo' up. Yo' kain't allus tell
·hich way dis chile am bluffin', sah. I'se got three jacks,
ah, an' king high."
"Tare an' 'ounds ! I s that all ye've got?"
"I done reckon-but-wha' am yo' got, chile?"
. Pomp's eyes literally bulged as Barney coolly laid down
hree aces.
'
"That's no ]wind av a hand to bet on, naygur," he said,
:emplacently. "Begorra, I kin bluff as well as yez kin at
ny toime."
"Golly!" gasped Pomp. "Whoebber would hab fought
~at? Three aces an'--"
Then the darky's face changed.
He picked up the two aces of hearts and said:
"How am dat? Am we playin' wif two packs ob cards,
nyway ?"
Barney's jaw fell.
He saw that he was caught.
Instantly he made a grab for th!3 copper pennies.

His head · caught Barney in the stomach, and the Celt
went over the rail with a wild howl.
He rolled over on the green sward like a football.
The darky was after him, but he regained his feet and.
started to run.
Down through the sleeping rows of soldiers went the two
skylarkers.
Out of the camp they ran, and straight for the picket
line.
It was distant no more than fifty yards, but before Barney had covered half that distance, he was given a tremendous surprise.
Suddenly from the grass there sprang up half a dozen
dusky, lithe forms.
They were savages, and the Celt saw it just too late to
avoid a conflict with them.
In a moment he was the centre of a struggling mass. ,
Pomp, who was behind, with amazement saw the situation, and a yell of alarm· and terror broke from his lips.
He also in the same moment saw by the light of the picket
camp-fire beyond the dead form of the picket guard lying
upon the ground.
In the darkness he had been surprised, tomahawked and
scalped by the prowling Apaches.
The plain
was alive with them.
I
Up from the deep grass they sprang in hundreds.
Barney and Pomp made a brave fight, but they were as
children in the grasp of the red men.
They were quickly overpowered and carried captives beyond the picket line, and to a spot in a clump of trees where
were the mustang horses of the Apaches.
Black Cloud had witnessed the invasion of his country by
the white soldiers without having shown himself or made any
resistance until this moment.
Now, however, .he had made a strategic stroke characteristic of the red man.
Under cover of darkness he had invaded the lines of
Lieut. Clarke's command, and seemed in a position to deal
the invaders a terrible blow.
The yell of Pomp, however, had reached camp.
One of the camp guards had heard it and at once given
the alarm.
In a moment the soldiers were roused from their slumber,
and seizing their rifles sprang up.
Lieut. Clarke was the first on the scene, and his ringing
commanc1s went up on the night air.

'
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"To arms !"
The scurrying soldiers hastily formed a line about the
camp.
They were none too soon.
The dancing, lithe forms of the dusky foes were to be
seen flitting through the gloom.
Then there came the crash of firearms. The battle had
"·r. begun.
An Apache is perhaps the only type of American savage
that will seek combat in an open field.
Bliwk Cloud's warriors came on in a literal swarm.
'rhr,y came from all quarters, and so rapidly that they
s'eemed li b ;ly to completely overwhelm the soldiers.
Lieut: Clarke was- an inspiration to his men.
He ~tVas ever_ywhere giving resolute commands and cheering them on rapidly.
. ,y olley after volley the tro oper~ gave .the attacking In~
· >.
· ..diair's:
But yet they seemed to hold their ground, and the battle
waxed hotter.
F rank Reade, Jr., aroused from his slumbers, rushed o.ut
upon the forward platform of the Warrior.
He took in the situation at a glaa ce.
The camp had been surprised by the Apaches, and it was
by no means certain what the result would be.
The young inventor's first thought was of Barney and
Pomp.
Where were they.?
He was not a little astonished t o be unable to find them
on board the Warrior. What did it mean ?

CH APTER IV.

"Well, I wish they would show up; I want them. Ah,;
lieutenant ?"
"Well?"
"Are they likely to best us ? The Apaches, I mean?"
" They are, indeed. We cannot bring too great a force ~
bear!"
" Then !Si ve me a couple of men aboard the machine and
I will mighty quick help out the si tu~Jtion . "
"You SlU!ll have them."
Clarke sent a couple of his soldiers to Frank. They went
aboard the ·w arrior, and Frank gave them some duties.
TJlen· the young inventor went into the pilot-house for•
' and pressing a key sent the Warrior forward slowly.
ward,
'l 'he Apaches were pressing the conflict rapidly.
They were so strong ~n number that the soldiers did not
seem to have the power to hold them back.
Frank sent the Wan·ior forward until he had reached 1
commanding position.
T11en he trained the electric gun to throw a bolt over into
the ranks of the Apaches ahead.
"They will think the world is coming to a,:p. 1end when thia
strikes them! " he muttered.
. · '
'l'hen he t rained the electric gun and it·essed a key.
In an instant there was a sh o~k, a burst of flame, and into
the Indian lines went the terrible bolt of death.
Its execution was something frightful.
There was an awful thunderous explosion which shook
the earth.
'l'he night air was fill ed with flying debris and the bodies
of Indians. Fully a half score were wiped out in that mo·
ment.
The soldiers cheered and rushed again to the conflict .
Then another electric bolt was thrown into the Indian
line.
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Such havoc di'd it make that in consternation the savageE R
Lroke and fled.
What did it mean? What had become of the t wo faithThese two shots from the electric gun had won the battle.
fnl servitors ? He had never before failed to find them at
Blacl{ Cloud's men did not stay to dispute the pass fur
rei
their post.
ther.
But there was little time to make search for them.
As if pursued by a thousand demons, they fled into thll f
0"
The conundrum must for the time be unanswered. Frank darkness.
knew that quick action must be made.
And the avenging soldiers went after them. But the wily
At this moment Lieut. Clarke came up.
Apaches had lhei"r horses in waiting, and mounting, madE .
.
Vl 1
·· Ah, Mr. Reade," he cried, "we are having a lively time their escape.
th
of it."
Frank then sent the Warrior in a. circle a.bout the camp
" I see," replied Frank. " But can you tell me what has rffectually accomplishing the rout of the savages.
become of rny men, Barney and P omp."
In less than twenty minutes not a savage was to be £oun £al
" I cannot."
anywhere, and the battle was won.
" That is odd. I daresay~ though, they ar~ about the camp
Clarke ca me rus11ing up to the Warrior, and climbing or .Jr
'
somewhel'e."
.
j deck gripped Fran~'s hand.
IN THE MOUNTAI N P ASS.
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" The fight is won!" he cried, "and it is due to your wonerful machine, Mr. Reade. Egad! but those were fearful
olts."
"I did not believe that the savages would stand long beore them," said Frank.
"Nor did they."
"But I am worried about. my men, Barney and Pomp.
Nhat can have happened to them?"
"It is very strange. They have not been seen since earier in the evening, while singing their jolly songs."
Frank was completely mystified.
It was not like Barney and Pomp to leave the Warriqr
nguarded.
Yet it was possible that they had wandered out upon the
rairie for some reason or othe:r.
Certainly it was the only logical excuse, and in lieu of a.
etter one Frank was obliged to accept it.
" They may turn up all right yet," said Clarke, hopeully.
"I trust they may," said Frank. "However, I see not)11g we can do .but to wait until morning."
"That is true/~):.eplied Clarke. "However, I will send
·outs out to look for them!"
And this was .done.
The Warrior took a spin outover the prairie, but the wily
vages had made good their retreat in some manner proLbly to the hills.
-Not the least trace of the missing men was found.
It was not known what their fate was, nor whether they
ere allve or not.
If in the power of the Apaches this was certainly equivant to death.
Frank was beside himself.
H e was exceedingly attached to his two faithful servitors.
e would leave no stone unturned to find and rescue them.
But all quest that night was in vain.
Morning Caple finally, and once more the search was
•sumed.
An expert half-breed trailer was in the party, and he soon
und a clew.
It was a trail leading out of the camp.
There was no doubt but that it was that of the two sertors. Their footprints were followed to the spot where
ey had the st:ruggle with their captors.
And here they were lost sight of.
But the fact was apparently established that they had
I
llen into the clutches of the Apaches.
This was a most depressing realization for Frank Reade,
He was about inclined to give them up for lost.

9

As it was necessary for him to have assistance in operating the Warrior he was granted two of the privates from
J1ieut. Clarke's company.
Then tho original plans of the party were for a time suspended.
Frank positively refused to go to the assistance of the besieged ranch while his own men were in trouble.
"It is my duty to look after Barney and Pomp ,first," he
sai9-, "then I wiH lend my best efforts to the si{ccor of the
others."
"Well," said Lieut. Clarke, "I can well understand your
motives, Mr. Reade, and I do not blame you. On the other
hand, I am going to give you all the assistance in my
power!"
"Thank you!" replied Frank. "I feel it my duty to first
rescue Barney and Pomp."
"In that you are right."
"If I have to scour this country and exterminate every
Indian in it I shall rescue my men."
"Good! It Would be a blessing to exterminate every
Apache in Arizona. I am with you heart, body and soul."
A short while later the party was on the move.
The trail of the Apaches was followed with little difficulty.
But after a time it entered the hills and here it was lost.
The ground was loose and shaky, so that the foot-prints
could not be descried.
The trailers finally carp.e to a halt, and announced that
they were defeated.
It was then decided to separate and scour the hills, making a half circle and meeting at a point further in the interior.
Frank Reade, Jr., with the Warrior, was obliged to stick
to the pass, for the wheels of the vehicle could not travel
over the rough ledges.
The mounted soldiers could pick th~ir way along through
the rocky region without difl1culty.
So the Wan;ior went on alone through the pass, and the
cavalry went over the hills.
We will follow tl1e Warrior for a brief while.
The :floor of the pass was hard and solid, and the Warrior
found no trouble in making its way through.
The scenery at this point was something terrific and
grand.
Upon either side the walls of the pass rose to~a height of
fully a thousand feet.
Dark and frowning they were, resembling the entrance to
a t errestrial Hades.
The Warrior rolled along upon the stone floor of the pass
for several miles.

\
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Then gradually the country beyond began to unfold itself.

I

'l'he mighty bowlder was shattered into a thousand pieces. -

They were scattered everywhere and the fleeing Apache! ~
But before the end of the canyon was reached, however, a
could be seen far up on the canyon wall.
thrilling thing hapened.
Suddenly one of the two cavalrymen who were aboard the
Frank once more trained the gun on the canyon wall and
Warrior with Frank, ancl whose name was Myers, ga.ve a cry fired' a second shot. •
a
of alarm.
The result of this was startling.
"Look out!" he yelled; "there's trouble al1ead."
Down over the wall carne a tremendous volume of water. ]1
The other soldier, whose name was Bent, was instantly by
his side.
h
"Where?" he cried.
;
But Frank, who was at the wheel, had already seen the
CHAPTER V.
i c
danger.
c

'

BLACK CT.OUD'S l'ROPOSAL.

Up_on a section of the canyon wall he s~ a number of
painted Apaches.
"'
The sensations of Barney and Pomp, captives in the poweJ
.They were rolling a big bowlder to the edge of the cliff of the Apaches, were not of the pleasantest.
".·
_,
for the purpose of dropping it upon the Warrior.
"Och hone, but it's an unlucky day fer us!" wailed ".Bar
Should that stone chance to drop full weight upon the ney. "Shure, I'm thinkin' it will be the ind
us fe
machine, it might safely be said that little would be left of sure."
it or its occupants.
"Golly ! I done fink de same fing mahself, I' ish."
Frank saw this in a flash of time and was quick to act.
"Begorra, it's too bad."
.
"An' all jes' on account ob yo' foolin' wif dis chile."
He pressed the lever and brought the .J;Va.rrior to an instunt stop.
"Bejabers, don't yez tel~ me that. It wor yesilf chasin
llle in sich a way through the camp."
"By Jove!" cried Myers, "that was a close pull, eh?"
"You're. right," agreed Bent. "What will we do, Mr.
"Yo' had no bizness. fo' to pla.y yo' foolish tricks on me.
Reade?"
"On me wurrud, I'll do worse to yez the next toime."
''No, yo' won' t, chile, fo' yo' an' dis chile will nebber lit
This was indeed a question not easily answered.
There lay the deadly peril right before them. lt was not fo' to try dat fing any more."
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Pomp's face was long drawn and his spir~ts depressed f
for the Warrior to safely pass this spot.
The Apaches plainly held the pass with the ~tone poised Indeed, Barney was in the same state.
in air. Should the Warrior attempt to pass, the result
Now could be heard the di::ltant sounds of the battle.
'r
fl
would be terrible.
"Hear dat !" cried Pomp; "p'raps de sogers whip de In
n
What was to be done?
juns an' sabc us yit."
p~sible

It was a question which for a moment bothered Frank not
a little.
It was necessary to proceed on up the pass. But to attempt to run that gantlet of death would be fatal.
Frank, however, was not long in a state of doubt.
"I will fix the rascals!" he exclaimed.
He went forward and trained the electric gun to bear
upon that angle of the canyon wall.
The Apaches had secreted themselves behind the rocks
and were firing at the Warrior.
The bullets rattled harmlessly upon the metal shell of the
Warrior. Bent and Myers \'!ere r eturning the fire in a
desultory way.
Frank drew back the lever of the electric gun and connected it with the battery. Then he pressed the key.
'!'here was a quick recoil, a flash of light and the projectile struck the bowlders above.

it_~

"Niver yez belave that!" cried Barney.
luck."

"It's not ou
il

It seemed certainly as if a hot fight was in progress.
('
Suddenly there was a diRtant thunderous roar.
"It's the electric gun!" cried Barney. "Shure, they'!
u
niver want to foight agin that long !"
•
'l'heir Indian captors now seemed to be much excited. · ](
Suddenly a brave came bounding into a clump of trees.
A few muttered commands} and then the two prisoner 0
were placed upon the backs of a couple of mustangs.
In the midst of a score of the Apaches they were gallop€1:1
away over the plain.
n
On and on they sped, until the Los P esos Hills loomed
up near at hand.
' ly
Soon they were in a deep pass, and finally after hours o~ :
tortuous windings they came out upon a broad plateau fa t a
up among the mountains.

... ___T_h_e- efl'_e_c_t_w_a_s_t_e_r_ri_fi_c_.- - -·-· - -·------ ---· -· ·-·-·--·--_____D_a_y was breaking in the oost. The sunli.gM was glintint }:
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thwart the morning sky when the party suddenly entered
The Apache women swarmed about the two unlucky prishe Apache village.
oners.
'l'his consisted o£ a large collection of skin tepees and
The Indian woman seems to be devoid of that sympathy
posse3sed by her white sister.
They are in all respects
dobe huts.
In the mountain wall back of the plateau there were a more merciless than the braves.
arge number o£ cliff houses.
They jeered and spat upon the two captives, and inflicted
In these former abodes of the cliff dwellers the Apaches all manner of indignities upon them.
"Begorra, it's the ind av us, Pomp!" cried Barney, ucad also made residences.
There were long rope ladders which could be pulled up in jectedly.
"Yo' is jes' right, I'ish," agreed the darky, dismally.
ase of an attack. It was apparently for this purpose of a
itadel of last d~fcnce that the Apaches had utilized the cliff "Whatebber shall we do?"
"Bejabers, we'll say our prayers, fer we've got to die !"
ouses.
"Golly!
What will Marse Frank say when be hears ob
Barney and Pomp gazed upon the scene with deepest indis?"
crest. •
"Be me sowl, I hope he will come up here wid his dynaThe Apache woip~n and children, with a colony of yelpmite gun an' blow the spalpeens all to pieces!"
ng dogs, ·came rushing out to meet them.
"Hub! dat won' do us no good."
The excitement in the Apache village was intense when
"Bejabers, it'll be revi nge !"
was known that two prisoners had arrived.
"But it won' sabe us, chile."
The two captives were led to the centre of the village,
"Don't say that it does, naygur. It is some sathisfaction
here a council was held.
to know, howiver, that the divils got_a dose themselves for
And while the savages were engaged in theil' excited disit-."
1ssion, Barney and Pomp were considering their situation
"Hum! don' beliebe yo' nor I will know much 'bout
!nd the possibilities of an lescape.
dat !"
'rhese did not look large by any manner of means.
Barney did not have time to pursue the argument furThey could sec that the spot was one designed by nature
ther.
pr an impregnable retreat.
The ponies were led forward and two hideous savages
It was shut in on three sides by perpendicular cliff walls.
slood with whips ready to start the death scene.
The plateau was several miles in area and as smooth as a
But before the word to shirt could be given there was a
oor. The entrance was by means of the pass and was a
sudden commotion in the throng.
arrow one.
A loud and gntturnl but commanding voice was heard.
In such a place as this a handful of men could long hold
The throng parted and through it strode a. tall, powerfulfoe at bay.
framed savage with the head-dress of a chief.
In fact, thero seemed no easy or possible way for the
He stood for a moment haughtily gazing at the prisoners.
oemy to drive them out except at great loss. ·,
Not one was there in the nation to dispute his word.
Retreating to their cliff houses, which seemed perfectly
He wag Black Cloud, the famous Apache, for whose bead
nasaailable, the Apaches could remain safely an indefinite Owni was a price, and whose record for cmel outrages and
ngth of time.
':;
daring deeds was without parallel.
The council held by the Apaches was a long and stormy
Black Cloud did not speak for several moments.
1Je.
Then he made a motion to a couple of his braves, who adSuddenly a decision seemed to have been reached.
vanced and almost instantly cut the lariats.
Several powerful braves rushed forward and threw BarThe ponies cantered away and the crowd fell back.
~y and Pomp upon their backs.
The deRth scene was not enacted. For the nonce the
Then lariats were secured about their limbs and two live- prisoners' lives were spared.
ponies were brought out.
Then Black Cloud extended his hand, to the astonishn:ent
To the saddle_the end of the lariat \Vas attached. Barnej' o£ Barney and Pomp, ancl said :
w the intent at once, and a chill struck him.
"White men, take the hand of Black Cloud. He will

.

'

It was beyoncl doubt the purpose of the wretches to drag t reat with you, but J.OU are the :first, white or Mack, that he
has ever said so much to."
eir victims to death at the heels of the wild ponies.

The excitement was intense.

Barney took the noted chief's band,

sa~in~:

•
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"Shure, sor, it's mighty glad I am to make yer acquaintance. Faith, an' ye're the foinest Indian gintleman I've
seen fer miny a day. May .Ye have luck."
But the famous chief did not affect to notice Barney's
adroit blarney.
Not a muscle of his stern and rigid face relaxed. He
said, haughtily:
"There is no love in the heart of the Apache for the white
man. He hates him as he does the venomous rattler. But
the white man has a wagon with a deadly gun which sends
out thunder and lightning. Black Cloud will treat with hi~
white brethren."
Every word uttered by the chief was lofty, high-flown and
direct. Barney was astute enough to see the point.
"Arrah, an' it's right glad we'll be to treat wid yez !'' he
declared. "Shure, an' av I had me canteen wid me now I'd
trate yez in genuine style."
"The white man shall be spared," said Black Cloud,
loftily.
"An' phwat about me black brudder ?". asked Barney,
coolly.
"He shall live."
"Shure, an' we're much obliged to ye, chief," said Barney,
with extravagant politeness. "We'll give ycz a good name
to the big men at Washington, an'--"
But the chief waved his hand impatiently.
"In return for your lives my brethren must give me the
thunder wagon and the gun that speaks with lightning in
its mouth."
This dumfounded both Barney and Pomp.
Their momentary hopes were dispelled like mist before
the sun.
The chief's manner was very decided, and seeing the
ho:peless expression upon the faces of the two, he continued
with emphasis:
"If my brethren refuse to grant these terms, then they
shall die. Black Cloud has spoken."
Barney's quick wit saved the day.
"Shure, yez don't mean that, chief?" he said, deprecatingly.
"Black Cloud has spoken," said the chief, haughtily.
"Shure, an' that's not a fair trade!" declared Barney,
impetuously. "Won't a ride in the wagon do yez ?"
'fhe chief waved his arm impatiently.
Barney's wit did not desert him.
"Faith, an' are those the best terms ye'll be afther givin'
me?" he asked.
The chief nodded his head.
" Then I'll give yez an answer to-morrow. Will that do
yez ?"

"The white man speaks wisely," said the chief. "Tomorrow he shall speak to me."
Then he turned and gave a guttural order to two of the
warriors.
Black Cloud strode haughtily away.
The two braves advanced and led Barney and Pomp
away across the plateau.
At the foot of the cliffs they paused.
A long rope ladder was the means of ascent fifty feet to
one of the cliff dwellings above.
Up this the two captives were compelled to climb.
Arrived at the excavation in the cliff above, one of their
captors ascended to an aperture above and drew the ladder
up after him.
Barney and Pomp were left to themselves in the cliff
dwelling fifty feet above the ground and with no means of
descent.
Their bonds had been cut, however, and they had thel
free use of their limbs.
"Begorra, here we are!" cried the Celt, excitedly. "Shure1
&n' it's a foinc prospect up here; but, naygur, how would we
iver git down, I'd loike to know."
L
"Massy sakes !" said Pomp, in disgust. "An' it's jes' a
mighty po' chance fer we uns. I done fink our goose am
cooked!"
"Howld on a bit," said Barney, with a shrug of hi~>j
sturdy shoulders. "I'll fool that blackguard yit, or me
name ain't Barney O'Shea. H e wants the thunder wagon>(
eh? Well, now, if I only knew. where to foind ·Misther
Frank we'd moighty quick fix up a trap for him, do you
see ?"
"Kain't say that I kin, I'ish," said Pomp, doubtfully.
"P'raps yo' kin jes' explain de matter to me a lily bit."

CHAPTER VI.

·,

A TIGHT RACE.

The astonishment of Frank Reade, Jr., at sight of the im)
mense volume of water coming down over the canyon wal~
was quickly changed to alarm.
1
The electric bomb had struck and shattered the wall which
'
held back the mountain lake, and this was now emptyin~
itself bodily into the canyon.
1
Frank took in the situation at a glance.
1
Even Bent and Myers saw this, and cried in alarm:
"Great heavens! We are lost!"
"Never !" cried Frank, as he sprang to the wheel.
Quick as a flash he turned the Warrior about and thel.,
put on the full £orce of the dynamos.
~

·~
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'rhe water had already overtaken the wagon and was up
But there was plainly no alternative. The Warrior bore
the hubs.
down upon the fleeing horses like a thunderbolt.
But the Warrior shot forward with such speed that the
Down they went under the iron wheels of the Warrior.
ood was outstripped, and presently the clear, hard floor of
Savages and horses were piled up in a -'crushed heap.
'l'he Warrior went through them like a knife through cheese.
e canyon was struck. .
It was a question of life or death, and Frank felt warDown the canyon at awful speed fled the Warrior.
But the flood was every moment gaining in volume and ranted in the slaughter:
eed also.
.i\lany of the savages, forced to the wall, were found uninjured.
'rhe first roar of the falling water had now grown to a
om of sullen thunder.

But . the flood overtook these a moment later, and swept
them into eternity. The Warrior, however, still .kept in adThe. prairie was a mile away.
vance
of the raging waters.
If the Warrior could reach it there was a chance, for the
It reached the prairie first, and ran several miles at top
od would quickly sp1~ad itself upon the vast expanse.
speed
over the broad surface of the plain.
On thundered the Warrior like a veritable avalanche.
Frank Reade, Jr., was at the wheel.
The waters spread themselves everywhere, and made of

.

Myers and Bent clung to the rail and held their breaths the plain a vast shallow lake.
But the ground quickly took the water in and the danger
r fear that the machine would strike some one of the variwas past.
s obstructions in the canyon.
"By Jupiter!" cried · Bent; "we got out of that scrape
But Frank Reade, Jr.'s steady hand held the Warrior
lucky!"
ue to its course.
"You're right, comrade!" agreed Myers; "but it was a
Immense bowlders were dodged and sharp corners were
hard fate for those poor devils of Indians, eh ?"
rned, it is true, upon two wheels, but safely.
"You're right."
And still on behind came the hungry,' devouring waters.
"Will we return to the pass, Mr. Reade?" Myers asked.
But still the Warrior held its own.
"Yes," replied Frank. "I think now that we shall ha1 e
Half the distance had ·been covered: All was awful sus- no further trouble in entering the 1-lills."
nse.
"I dunno," said Bent. "Maybe the canyon walls will
Wauld the prairie never come in sight ? Wauld the Warcollapse next time.'~
r be able to outrun the flood?
"We will trust not," said the young inventor, with a
If not, all was lost.
laugh.
Should the water overtake the .Warrior, all on board would
So the Warrior was sent back to the hills. Entering the
drowned like rats iri a trap.
pass once •more it made its way rapidly to the scene of the
It was by no means a cheerful reflection. The two sol- catastrophe just recorded.
ers, Bent and Myers, were plucky fellows, but they adNone of the Apaches were in sight.
tted a feeling of ·absolute terror.
If they were near they did not show themselves. For this
Half the distance had been covered.
Frank was not sorry.
The flood was thundering on behind, but yet did not seem
Yet the young inventor knew better than to for a moment
be gaining.
relax vigilance.
Frank felt sure of making the prairie safely.
He kept a sharp lookout as the Warrior crept up the sinBut just at that moment, above the thunder of the flood, uous pass.
ere rose a wild cry from the two soldiers.
After leaving the outlet of the flood behind, the i?arty
The Warrior was just making a turn in the canyon, when came to a branch in the canyon;
re burst into view a squad of mounted Apaches.
It was hard to decide which one to take, but Frank finally
There were fully a score in the party. They were evi- decide to go to the right.
ntly surprised, but had presence of mind enough to wheel
For a mile further they kept on. Nothing was seen of
7

•
3ut the Warrior, thundering on in their rear, overtook

the Apaches .
But now the scene began to change.
. The Warrior came out in full view of vast uplands of

green. This was excellent grazing for sheep, and instinct: rank would ordinarily have been loath to run into them. ively Frank thought of the Ranch Above the Clouds.

------- - - ~
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''I'll wager that I am coming to it!" he muttered; "that
would indeed be a joke."
' satisfied that it was a
A few moments later Frank became
positive fact.
Suddenly a man stepped out fwm behind a sh of rock.
In full view he stood, a fine specimen of m .ood, but
with disheveled hair and bloody person.
He held up his arms and made excited gestures.
Of course Frank stopped the Warrior. The fellow advanced, and Frank, stepping out upon the platform, cried:
"Well, my man, what is the matter with you?"
"Help!" cried the fellow, earnestly. "We want help.
We have been attacked by Apaches, and our ranch is besieged!"
"Who are you?"
"I am Roger Walden, in the employ of Henry Dane, of
. the Ranch Above the Clouds. Will you give us help?"
"Of course I will," cried Frank Reade, Jr., positively ;
"that's what I'm in this region for."
"Heaven be praised! What sort of a wagon have you got
there, and how do you make it go?"
"This is the Warrior, and electricity is the motive power."
"Thunder! it is a great thing, a~n't it? I never see the
likes. I should think you would never need to fear the
Apaches."
"Nor do we," replied Frank. "But come aboard and tell
us your story."
The fellow was only too glad to obey.
Once aboard Frank had a repast spread for him. Then
he told his story.
"Our ranch is hard pressed," he said. "Only twelve brave
•
men are behind the stockade. Thus far they have held the
whole three thousand Apaches at bay. But the ammunition
is giving out, and you can understand what the consequences will b:."
"I can," replied Frank; "but I trust that they will sueceed in holding out a little while longer. There is succor
coming. Several hundred cavalrymen from Fort High Rock
are in these hills."
"Good," cried Walden, rapturously; "then the ranch will
be sa~d . Oh, if only Black Cloud's gang could be exterminated this country would receive great benefit."
",We will see what we can do toward it," said Frank,
coolly. "Is the ranch near here?"
"Yes."
"I will soon be there to give them aid."
" But will you not come now?" asked Walden, anxiously.
"But how can I? My two faithful servants, Barney and
Pomp, are in the clutches of the red foe. ~ I must find and
rescue them first."

"Oh, but it will be too late if you do not go to the
now!"
"But are they not holding their own?"
"They have been. But another attack by Black
will, I fear, end the contest."
Frank hesitated.
"What shall I do?" he said, perplexedly.
your people, but; on the other hand, there
look out for.''
"Yet, if you will raise t.he siege at the ranch, all the
mates will turn out and help you. Besides, the ranch i s
two miles di stant."
"Indeed!" said Frank, with a st.art. "Is that all?"
"Yes. "
The young inventor looked at the ma.t ter in a
light. For the nonce he had no track of Barney and
nor no clew to guide him.
The ranch was not two miles distant. It would not
long for the electric gun to disperse the Indians.
On the other hand, if he refused anc} continued his ·
for Barney and Pomp, the ranch might fall and all in
murdered in cold blood.
It involved a good deal of close, careful thought.
Finally Frank made up his mind.
"Get aboard," he said to Walden, "I'll go to the ra
The frontiersman obeyed. It was the first t ime
had seen the interior of the vVarrior, and he was <U.il""'"..._
"Upon my word!" he muttered. " You have a
invention, Mr. Reade."
"I am pleased to think so," said Frank, modestly.
As the Warrior went on over the tree-cla.d slopes,
distant sound of firing was heard.
A shade of anxiety was upon Walden's face, rugged
was.
" Black Cloud has attacked the ranch again! "
clared. " I fear the worst. He has said that before
night it should be in his power."
"So Black Cloud is the notorious leader
Apaches ?"
"Well, yes; but I believe that this especial
headed by Long Lance, who is really a white
named Benton Vance."
"Indeed! "
"You see Vance has fallen in love with
Dane. His hope is to capture the ranch and seize her
prey."
"The scoundrel !" cried Frank.
spoil his game."
The Warrior went on rapidly now.
Suddenly it came to a level pla.i n far up in the

i
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l1ills.

And here the Ranch Above the Clouds came into

view.
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As night once more began to settle down, water and some
pieces of venison were lowered to them from above.

1t was a large structure, surr01;mded by a high stockade.

Food was most wholesome, and they partook of it eagerly.

It was an awful sight which rewarded the gaze of all

"Begorra, me appetite niver fails me I" declared Barney.

aboard the Warrior.

The stockade was seen to be battered '·Even at me mother-in-law's wake, shure, I ate the biggest

down ; there were hundreds of Indians swarming about, and dinner av any wan in the party."
the ranch itself was in flames.

Darkness was now shutting down very rapidly.

"My Gocl!" cri ed Roger ·w alden'; in awful horror, "we
are too late.

Objects below were but dimly visible. The lights of the

The ranch has fallen into the hands of the Indian towrr only could be seen.

Apaches !"
It was a l1orrible truth.

Barney era wled to the door of the cliff dwelling and
looked out.
Then he turned back to Pomp and wh:ispered:
"Whist! Be aisy ! I've

afoine idea!"

"Yo' hab, chile?" exclaimed Pomp. "Fo' goodness ~akc,
what am it r"

CHAPTJ1}R VII.

"Begorra, there's onlv a thin wall atwixt us an' the nixt
A DAJUNG ESCAPE.

house. Shure, the

var~ints overlooked me knife

whin they

We left Barney an_d Pomp in the cliff dwelling, prisoners disarmed me. I have it, and bejabers, I'm goin' to cut me
way through that wall."

of Black Cloud, the Apache chief.

They were discussing the probability of working a shrewd
scheme to outwit the Apache chief and at the same time
to secure their own liberty.

"Huh!'' ejaculated Pomp, "but it am all solid stone."
"Don't yez believe that. It's as soft as cheese, an' if I
don't cut me way into the nixt house in twenty minutes,

"P'raps yo' kin jes' explain de matter to me a lily bit," thil;l I'll trate."
said Pomp, who had been listening to Barney's declaration.
"Bejabers, an' I kin ·that," declared the Celt.

Pomp was astonished.

"All we

"Hol' on, chile !" he cried _; "how yo' know but de nex'
wud have ter do would be ter git the omadhoun on board the house am ockerpied ?"
Warrior for a roidc, an' thin electrify him, bejabers.

Put

him onto one av ther dynamos."

f

"Divil a bit.

I had me eye on it all the afthernoon.

I'll risk it."

Pomp nodded hi s head .
"But how am yo' gwine to be aJ1Y bettah off? It am jcs'·
"Dat done look bcry well on paper, chile," he decl:ued, as high up as dis house."
"but it ain't so easy fo' to execute, I reckon."

t

"Be me sowl! I know that as well as· ye!

But come

"On me sowl, I belave ! ' ll tlU'y it, jist the samP !" de- here!';
clared Barney.

s

Barney drew Pomp to the door.

And here the subject dropped.

''Do yez not see that foine rope ladder hanging from the

The two cnptives proceeded to look through their prison dure ?" he asked. "Shure, phwat more do yez want?"
cell.
"Golly sa kes ! It am a fac' !"gasped Pomp. "We am de
They found that this consisted of a large square but bw- people !"
roofed chamber, hewn out of the

so~t

rock.

"Yez kin bet on dat. Now for to git to worruk."

The narrow doer and one window alone admitted light

and air.

his knife upon the soft limestone.
He worked away vigorously.

Barney proceeded to examine the walls closely.
There were long rows of these cliff houses along the face

of the cliff.
They were divided only by these walls of stone.
~1uewc1

It yielded readily to his efforts, and very soon he had cut
a small hol e through the limestone.

The

brain of the Celt studied the situation in every

phase.

This it was necesE<ary to enlarge.
But the limestone cut easily, and in course of time, with
their combined efforts, the two captives had a sufficiently

But if he arrived at any conclusion, he aid nothing.

large aperture for them to crawl through.

The two captives sat in the doorway of their novel pr.ilen

They did so, and stood in the next cliff dwelling.
step toward liberty had been taken.

cell and watched the proceedings in the town below.

g

Without further preliminaries Barney began work with

Thus the day faded.

Barney crept to the edge of the cliff and peered over.

One
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All was darkness just below.
In order to get out of the Apache camp it was positively
But at a point beyond the lights of the Indian town necessary for them to pass directly through Jthe village.
showed and the barking of dogs could be heard.
Of course this was a dapgerous proceeding. Apparently
It was a thrilling moment.
the village was in slumber, but yet some of the Apach
"Bejabers !" exclaimed Barney, in a sibilant voice, "I'm
afther thinkin' that we kin make good our escape yit."
"I jes' reckon you'se right, I'ish !" agreed Pomp; "but
we ain't out ob de woods yit, yo' know."
"Yez may be roight, naygur. But will yez slip down the
rope forst, or shall I?"
"I jes' 'specs I might as well go mahself," said Pomp.
So over the edge he slid.

' might be abroad.
What could be done, however, but to make the best of it.
So they crept along cautiously until the lodges of the village were close at hand.
Then they paused for consultation.

"Golly, I done fink we's gwine to git ourselves in a ba
scrape now," said Pomp. "Howebber is we gwine to git
froo dis place?"
Down to the ground he went rapidly. Barney quickly
"Aisy, me lad," said Barney, cooHy. "Jist howld you
followed.
horses and I'll purty quick show ye a thrick or two. Do ye
see that tint yender ?" .
Both stood at the foot of the cliff.
'rhey remained silent and motionless for some moments
Barney referred to a lodge near, the flap of which wa
to make sure that the coast was clear.
pulled back.
It was well that they did this, for suddenly Barney
A small fire burned at the entrance and illumined th
clutched Pomp's arm and whispered:
interior.
'"Sh! Bejabers, I see wan av the omadhouns !"
From their position the two prisoners could see four sleep
"Does yo'?" queried Pomp, breathlessly. "Whar'bouts ing Indians rolled up in their blankets.
am he?"
'rheir weapons lay by the side of each. It was these tha
"Jist yender by thet fir tree. Aisy now, an' we'll give Barney had cast a longing look at.
him the slip."
"I see, I' ish," replied Pomp. " But what ob dat ?"
It was true that one of the Apaches, with a blanket
"Wait a bit, an' I'll show yez."
wrapped about him, sat motionless and still upon a log just
"Wha' yo' gwine, I'ish ?"
under the tree.
"Jist watch a bit an' ye'll see."
He was not twenty yards distant.
Pomp did watch and sa w the daring Celt creep cautious!
It was curious that he had not seen the two escaping pris- to the door of the lodge.
'
oners, for they had made some noise in the descent.
The Indian sleeps like a cat, and Barney knew the risk h
Had Barney and Pomp known the truth they would have was incurring, but he did not hesitate.
ceased to feel alarmed.
Into the lodge he crept and cautiously picked up a coupl
The savage was· really fast asleep.
of the rifles and cartridge pouches.
''Whist, now!" whispered Barney; ''This way, naygur!
He reached the door of the lodge, when a thrilling thin
Creep along aisy !"
happened.
But their trouble was for naught.
One of the savages bounded to his feet with an ear-split
The savage did not awaken, and they made their way ting shriek.
along the base of the cliff in the deep shadows.
He made a dash at Barney, but the Celt met him wit
'Of course there was no little risk in this, for there was a stinging blow on the cranium which stretc::ted him ou
the chance that some of the_ savages might stumble upon senseless.
them at any moment.
Quick as a flash Barney sprang into the gloom.
But the two prisoners were willing to take any chances
He thrust one of the rifles and cartridge pouches in
for escape.
Pomp's hands, saying :
So they kept on cautiously, Barney leading the way.
"Begorra, we kin make a foight, anwway."
"Yes; but jes' yo' see wha' yo' hab done, I'ish !"
Neither had a weapon of any kind. In case of an attack
they would have been compelled to depend upon their legs. Pomp, angrily. \
But very fortunately none of the savages came into their
path. -·
However, now

~nd

"Well, what av it, naygur ?"
"Golly! yo' hab jes' roused de hull camp ob Injuns a
then a thrilling peril confronted them. we's done spiled our chances for escape."
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"Divil a bit!" cried Barney, exc~tedly. " .Luk for yersilf,
The ranch bad certainly fallen into the hands of the
naygur. Come wid me."
Apaches, and was in a fair way to destruction.
Barney's move had been rather a rash one.
The yelling horde of fiends were holding high carnival
But the hot-headed l.rishman had no intention of admit- about the surrounding ruins.
ting this. Pomp was. much vexed at the result.
Not a sign of white inmates was to be seen, and it was
The whole Apache camp was now aroused. They came only fair to presume that they had been slaughtered.
The plucky ran chmen had held out probably just as long
rushing from thei r lodges in great numbers.
The position of the two prisoners was now a very shaky as they wer(l able to, and had been finally obliged to sueone. Something had to be done, and that at once.
cum b.
Barney, however,
was
equal
to
the
occasion.
.
The sensations of Walden were not to be easily described.
"'~'his w~y, naygur," he cried. "Jist yez foller me."
Pallid as a ghost and trembling, he cried:
"But whar am yo' gwine ?" a~ked Pomp, dubiously. His ·"My God'! Too late-too late !"
faith in Barney's sagacity was somewhat shaken.
"The Apaches have got in their work," said Myers, with
"Jist yez come along and ask no questions."
a shiver.
"Huh! I done fink yo' done know wha' yo' am about."
"There is only one way to fix 'em, and that is to blow 'em
"Begorra, if I don't, thin yez may make shure that ye
,
up!" cried Bent.
don't."
"Right," said Frank Reade, Jr., rigidly, "and here goes
With which logical as~ertion Barney dashed away through
for revenge. "
the .underbrush. Po,mp, of course, followed .·
The young inventor quickly trained the electric gun.
The Celt led the way through the darkest part of the outThe savages had just caught sight of the Warrior.
skirts of the village.
It had a curious effect upon them.
Several times they narrowly avoided collision with some
Instead of retreating, they cast themselves in a body upon
of the aroused and excited Apaches.
the ground. Frank could not help a smile.
Had tMy really collided with the reel foe, the resu1t would
Evidently the wretches fancied they coul~ evade the
have been serious indeed.
electric bolt in this way. They were "'ell aware that the
But each time Barney succee(ied in dodging them.
lightning stroke could overta.ke them should they attempt
"Whurroo !"he cried. "Shure, we'll make it yit. They'll
flight.
niver catch us."
' "Done yo' be too sure ob dat !" said Pomp.
The next moment there came a fla sh and a mighty explo~
~

But Barney only laughed, and kept on with accelerated sion.,
speed.
· A pile of earth several feet in height was raised, a.n d
They had now nearly reached the lower end of the village debris was scattered in all directions.
and the mouth of the pass.
'f'he flying brands filled the air, and through the mighty
cloud
·of smoke and dust the terrified Apaches could be seen
Barney was confident of escape. H e ran at full speed.
in
flight.
Now the mouth of the pass was at hand.
Frank motioned Myers to stay by the gun, and he went to
But just as escape seemed a veritable fact, the Irishman
the wheel.
saw lights fla shing in the darkness ahead.
The Warrior was sent ahead at a lively pace. ' Not until
And their flash for an instant blinded him so that he
they
were a few feet fr~nn the smouldering ruins of the
tripped and fell in a heap.
The object he tripped over was an animate one, too, for ranch did Frank stop the Warrior.
Then the machine was brought to a stop and Frank
just as he scram?led up he became e~veloped in the arms of
alighted.
an Apache brave.
The scene as now presented, was a terrible one.
'.
There was every indication that the defenders of the ranch
had made a bold and desperate stand.
CHAPTER VIII.
Dead bodies, of savages were everywhere, and.in the ashes
could be seen the half-consumed remains of the defenders.
The scene which Frank Reade, Jr., and his party beheld
For a moment the Warrior's party stood gazing at the
\
was a terrible one as they came in view of the Ranch Above scene in silence.
the Clouds.
Roger Walden was perhaps the most affected.
THE APACHE VIJ.LAGE.

1
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"My God;" he groaned. -"This is an awful thing. Every
one of them wiped out i.n this brief period of time!"
" P erhaps all have not suffered death," said Frank, hope-

"It·,~yill do no harm,to pursue these savages.

If she is
indeed in tbeir power it may be tha,t we can rescue her."
"Yours are words of hope," said Walden, eamestly. "I

fully. " There is a chance that some of them may have been trust they may be verified."
carri~d away ."
"There is no doubt of it," said Frank.

"I tell you they

"No," said Walden, positively, " I do not believe that." would not kill her, but take her away as a captive."
"Why?"
"But suppose she did not fall into their hands, but was a
"Henry Dane was not oi' the kind to surrender. He would Yictim to the flames?"
"That is possible; but we will not believe it until we are

die first."

" I can see the head of obliged to."
"Your idea is a good OI{e," said Walden, hopefully. "I
one of them peeping over that bush yonder. I'll give him
will not yet despair."
a shot."
So the Warrior was sent upon the trail of the savages.
And Myers would have done so, but at that moment what
This led into a deep gulch, where it was slow work fo r
came near proving a tragic incident happened.
"Goodness!" exclaimed Myers.

~

.

There was a crnsh of guns, and bullets came flying about. the machine to pick its way along.
But after a time the party came out of this and entered a
It was little short of a miracle that some one was not
hurt.
As it was, however, luckily the bullets flew wide.
Myers gave a yell.

small valley, which seemed to lie deep down in the heart
of the hill:;.
"Olear I.Y a ter Valley !" said Walden ; ' i< there is a village
(

~

•

·,

)

>

of Black Cloud's people here. They are called the north
"Look out l The devils are behind those bushes!" he
branch of the main tribe ."
cried. "Look out for yourself!"
"Ah," said Frank, curiously; "fs it' a large encamp"Get aboard the Warrior!" cried Frank, in a commandment?"
ing voice. "We will soon fix the rascals. "
"We shall presently see."
The command was quickly obeyed.
"Then we are not far from it at this present moment."
All scrambled aboard the Warrior. They were none too
"Do you sec yonder smaU butte?"
'soon, for another .volley followed the first.
"Yes."
But Frank quickly threw back the lever of the electric
"Their village is behind that. }\[any a time I have
gun.
chased the wretches almost to their doors after having lost
A ball was thrown into the bushes with terrible effect.
a few cattle by their thieving."
'I' hen the warrior proceeded to take a run about the clearWalden lwd hardly ceased S.Pcaking \rhcn Myers shouted :
ing.
"Hurrah! J..~ook down yonder, Mr. Reade. What would
This was most effectual.
you call that, I'd like to know, but an Indian?"
Nothing more was seen or heard of the savages from that
Myers pointed to a distant object in the verge of a clump
time. The lesson had been to them a most terrible one.
of trees.
Beaten off, the Apaches preserved a respectful di stance
At once all eyes were tumcd in that clirection, and it was
and silence.
• seen that tho object in question was really a savage:
Roger Walden could not recover from tho shock of seeing
A stalwart Apa che he was, mounteu upon a mustang.
the ranch in ashes.
H e sat upon his horse rega rding the electric invention
"Poor Dane !" he exclaimed. · "He and his beautiful
with amazement.
daughter are no doubt ashes in that smould ering heap."
"It is an Apache," declared Frank. "A big fellow, too."
"Do not say that," said Frank Reade, Jr.; "their lives
"Yes ; and presently you will see more of them," demay have been spared."
clared Walden.
"I wish that I knew that for a fact."
The Warrior bore down for the soli tary savage, but as if
"The savages would not be likely to take the life of the not anxious for a close acquaintance he vanished in the timyoung girl."
ber.
"Ah ! but if she has fallen into their hands her fate is
But now the butte which stood in the center of the valley
worse than death."
Fran k kn ew that this was true.
But h€ said:

was rounded, and a view of the Indian village was bad.
There were several hundred lodges of bark and skin in the
place.
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But to the surprise of all on board the Warrior there was
Frank went into the body of the Warrior and brought out
a wire.
o sign of Indian braves about the vicinity.
I
The Apache village had a lonely and deserted air.
'l'his was connected with the battery and dynam~s.
I'
It required but a moment for Walden to grasp the situa- Frank applied the wire to the Indian lad's hands.
lOTI.
'l'he boy's fingers closed over it. Quick as a flash F~~nk
"Hurrah!" he eried, "there is nobody at home. The let the current on. The effect was comical.
pache braves are probably out upon the war trail."
At first the current did not materially affect the boy, but
That was evidently the truth.
us it gained strength his nerves began to tingle and his hair
The Warrior bore down boldly upon the village.
to rise upon end.
There were visible Indian women, lads and dogs, but
'Then his muscles began to contract. He tried to relax
his grip on the wire, but was unable to do so.
carcely a brave was to be seen.
Frank was for a moment undecided what to do.
'l'hen the agony began. The torturing current threw its
It would be of no possible advantage to destroy the vii- victim into all manner of agonizing contortions.
age. This thought was quickly dispelled.
The Ihdian lad writhed and groaned with awful pain.
But Walden said ;
J ow was the time to break his proud spirit, if ever.
"I have an idea that we might get an inkling as to the
vhereabouts of Lieutenant Clarke and his men by stopping
ere. Shall we dp it?":
CHAPTER IX.
"Certainly," s~~ Fr?nk; '\blf~ do you believe the savages
ill give you any information?"
"I am not sure. But we Dfigqt be able to. Why not try?"
A BOLD RESCUE.
"It will do no harm."
At once the Warrior was headed for the village.
Barney was a most astonished man to find himself in the
Frank did not hesitate, but boldly ran the machine into embrace of the prowling savage.
he very center of the Apache town.
For a moment he was so dumfounded as to be almost
The squaws and children were evidently much terrified unable to act, and his foe came near finishing him.
•
t
.
and fled into their 'tepees.
He raised a huge lmife, and was about to plunge it into
What few braves remained took themselves out of the way Harney's breast.
quickly.
But the Celt caught the blade just in time.
With a powerful effort he wrenched it from his foe's grasp
The Warrior had complete possession of the village. It
and threw it away.
could· have been fired and destroyed easily.
Then followed a deadly wrestle there in the long grass.
But Frank was not disposed to do anythin~ of this kind.
In the center of the collection of nomad dwellings Frank
Pomp had known nothing of the circumstance, being
halted the Warrior. '
some distance away.
He was running rapidly, when suddenly he. became conThen Walden and Myers leaped down to the gr9und and
entered one of the lodges.
Rr.ious of the fact that Barney had stopped somewhere.
"Golly!" he muttered, "whar am dat I'ishman? Has
. Presently they emerged, dragging forth a. bright-looking
Indian lad.
anyfing happen~ to him?"
He came to a complete stop. and listened.
Walden endeavored to catecruse him. But the Indian na"Hi, dar ! Whar is yo' I' ish?" he cried.
ture asserted itself, and he would not answer.
No answer came back.
This angered the plainsman, and he shook and threatened
the lad.
But Pomp could 11Car the distant sound of a struggle.
But it was of no avail.
Instantly the truth flashed upon him.
''Golly !" he muttered; "hab dat I'ishman got into a
The Apache nature was not of the yielding kind. Not a
word could the lad be induced to speak.
scrape?"
At once the darky started back to Barney's assistance. As
"Well, I'll be blowed !" exclaimed Walden, angrily. "I
never did see such an obstinate fellow!"
it happened, he was not a moment too soon.
"He is nervy, for a fact," said Frank.
Barney had tripped and fallen, and the Indian was upon
"What shall we do, Mr. Reade?"
hi.m.
" I'll fix him !"
An exultant yell was upon the Indian's lips.

IR ' ~ •
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H e had freed his ~omabawk, and was about to dash it
into Barney's brain. But at that· moment Pomp arrived.
"Huh 'dar!" he yelled. "Wha' yo' doin' dar? G'long
~ay !"'

With which he dealt the savage a skull-cracking blow, and
followed it up until he bad knocked the wretch senseless.
Barney was upon his. feet.
" Bejabers, yez have saved me loife !" he cried, wildly.
"Shure I'll never forgit ye £or that, naygur. I thought' me
last day had come !"
" Massy sakes ! I'se jes' glad yo' didn't git killed, sah !"
cried Pomp. "But I done fink we bettah git out ob dis."
"Yez are roight, naygur."
And without further heed to the senseless savage, they cut
for the canyon.
'l'his time they reached it in safety, but none too soon.
The sound of reel trailers in their rear was plain, and
there was no time to lose. Into the shadows of the canyon
they dashed.
For some whil e they kept on at a r apid gait.
Then, as the sounds of pursuit died out, they slackened
their pace.
They could hardly believe their good fortune. It had
been a daring attempt to gain liber'ty from the start.
The white man who fall s into the ha11ds of the Apaches
and escapes may consider himself most lucky.
" Golly !" cried P omp, jubilantly, "we'se jes' de luckiest
chillum I knows ob."
"Yez are roight," said' Barney, feeling of his scalp.
"Shure, I'm makin' shure that me hair is still on, an' it's
no optical delusion I'm afther havin' .''
"I done fink we bcttah find de Warrior now, ~hile.''
"Yez arc a level-headed naygur !"declared Barney. "I
lllVer kn ew afore that yez had so much sense.''
"Huh! yo'se jes' sa yin' dat fo' to fl.attah me, chile. D:m'
yo' trouble yo'self to do dat any mo'."

Both shrank into the deep shadows.
Nearer came the cavalcade.
Outlined against the sky the two watchers sa.w the plum
and topknots of a ba.n d of Indians.
It was a disappointment.

Deep in the gloom the two watchers crouched as the cav·
alcade passed.
But suddenly Barney clutched P omp's arm.
"Wud yez whist!" he whispered.
"Wha' am de mattah ?"
"Don't yez see ?"
Pomp did see, and came near betraying himBelf with an
audible exclamation.
The Indians were half a hundred in number.
At their head rode a tall chief. Just behind him, between
two rows of s ava ge~, there rode the form of a woman.
In the dim light, her wpi~e, agonized face, upturned to
Heaven, was plainly to be repogjnized., ~ , r
Ther!i was no doubt but 1.tp at. jt1 wap\IAlma Dane, the
ranchero's daughter.
, 11
•f '11
'fhe t all chief was Long Lance.
But of course neither Barney nor Pomp knew this.
They simply knew that a white girl was captive in the
center of that dusky gang. It fired their souls.
"Wha' yo' fink ob clat?" asked P omp.
"Bejabers, it's a moighty sha m~!·" declared Barney.
"Wha' am we gwine to do?"
"Begorry, we must re!'ky her. Avcn if it takes our loives
ter do it we must save th at white girJ.I'
Barney's whole chivalric soul was aroused. He was willing to risk hi s, life aud all for the unfort unate girl.
At once the two faithful servitors of Frank Reade, Jr.,
began to count Lhe chances of accomplishing the rescue of
Alma Dane.
Meanwhile, Long Lance arid his party were filing slowly

" Niver a bit av it l Shure, I'm in roight good earnest.'' by.
Like an inspiration au idea came to Barney.
Down the canyon, thus badgering each other and in high
Quick as a flash he raised his rifle and fired. The horse
spirits, they strode.
upon which Alma was mounted fell and the you~g girl
Suddenly Barney halted.
rolled
from its back.
" Whist!"
" Wha' am de mattah ?"
".Wud yez listen to that?"
Both strained their hearing.
It was certain . that from the distance down the canyon
there came the sound of horses' hoofs.
A party of horsemen was coming up the defile.
Was it J~i e:utenant Clarke's men? The same thought
fla shed through the minds of Barney and Pomp.
But a few moments later the. revelation came.

Instantly every Indian gave a yell, and their mustangs
bolted to the other side of the canyon.
All was done in a fla sh of time.
Alma Dane had regained her feet instantly. Barney and
Pomp fired again into the mass of savages and then dodged
behind bowlders.

•

As luck had it, the young girl retained her presence of

mind.
She instinctively realized that the unknown shooters"

1
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re friends, and recovering herself, she rushed toward
~m.

~y this time Long Lance's stentorian voice rang through
~go rge.
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Suddenly he heard sounds in advance, which see med to
~atisfy him that the pursuers from the camp were coming.
This placed hi m1iterally between two fires, and in a most
tl esperate position.
What was to be done?
It certainly looked to the terrified darky as if he was truly
lost .
In his extremity he crept along the canyon wall until he
found a good cavity in which to hide.
He crept into this, and for a time lay perfectly still.
In a fe w moments the canyon was I ull of In dians.
Long Lance's party met those from the village and an
excited harangue then followed.
What it resulted in it was impossible for Pomp to tell,
for the darky could not understand the Apache tongue.
He kept low and quiet . After a tim e the Apaches disappeared down the canyon, evidently having given up the
quest.
P omp was now in >t quandary what to do.
Of course his natural impulse was to rejoin Barney ancl
Alma, but he did not know where to look for them.
H e crept on down the canyon to the spot ";here he had
last seen them.
But no trace of them was to be seen.
For aught he knew they might ~ave fallen again into the
hands of the redskins.
The darky was at sea.
"I jes' don' know what to do nohow!" he muttered. " I
reckon I bettah get out ob dis place jes' as quick as I can.')
He proceeded to do this.
Following the canyon down, he finally emergGd from it.
H e was now determined, if possible, to find Frank Reade,
Jr., and the Warrior.

'Fire !"
The rifles of the savages cracked.
Nothing short of a miracle saved Alma's life then.
The bullets whistl ed all about her like hailstones.
But a reassurin g voice reached her hearing.
"Come along, miss. Shure, an' it's friends we are."
~ehind a lot of bowlders she was now safe with Barney
d Pomp.
~n t he darkness she could not recognize her rescuers. But
mattered not. She knew that their purpose was to rescue
, and that was the most she cared for.
The savages were so taken by surprise at the daring atpk, that they were thrown into complete confusion.
They were unable to guess at'fhe number of their assailts, and were otherwise' much 'in doubt.
It . was the moment to strike, and Barney and Pom.p
ai.led themselves of it.
·' ;
Once again they fired into the. pack of savages, :mel then
r.rney grasped Alma's wri st, saying :
"Whist, now! Come along wid me, miss ; quick, for the
'fe av yez! The red divils will be a~ther us full lively."
Along the wall of the canyon Barney fairly dragged the
ung girl.
The Celt had no idea of where he was going, except that
was putting distance between them and the redskins.
This seemed to him the most essential thing.
So he kept on rapidly until he came to a cleft in the wall.
Into it he crept, and to his amazement ancl joy found
at it led upward, and immediately followed it.
But Pomp, in the meanwhile, had not such good fortune.
The darky had become separated from Barney in the
rkness and the excitement of the fight.
CHAPTER X.
Instead of following down the canyon, he became consed and went in an opposite directi on.
HORS DU COMBAT.
Discovering his error, he was about to turn back, when he
und that this was impossible, as the savages were rapidly
Certainly the little Indian lad had good pluck in withosing in on him.
standing the pain of the electric current so long
Pomp realized th at his position had suddenly become a
F rank turned the current on a little harder.
~sperate one.
The little fellow writhed and twisted -in agony.
"Golly !" he muttered ; "I kain't say as I jes' likes de
" You'd better come to terms, my lad," said Walden. "It
~ks ob dis !"
will be the worse for you if you don' t."
' But he started back up t he canyon as fast as his legs
"Pal~face stop-no hurt more--me tell!" cried the boy.
~uld carry him.
F rank shut off part of the current.
~ be sure, tlus was dircctly_into the. enemy's camp.
But there was still enough left so that the boy could not
l Yet he had no other alternative. But th~ worst was yet release his hands from the wire:
f come.
.. . H e was still a prisoner.
l.
I

.

•
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He became sullen again.
No amount of persuasion could induce him to say a word.
.d'He hasn't had enough," said Frank: "take a little
more."
And he turned on. the current.
This resulted in breaking the boy's spirit.
He came down completely and promised to tell the truth .
"Big chief, he gone to find white man," he declared.
"Gone on warpath to 'find sojers. Big fight! Kill quis;k !"
"Yes, but in what direction has he gone?" asked Walden,
anxiously.
The boy pointed to the north.
"Sojers over there~" he said, confidently; "heap big fight
over there."
And this was all that could be got out of him in that respect.
It was learned, however, that Long Lance had no prisoners.
"I am afraid that my people at the ranch are all dead,"
said Walden, dejectedly.
" That does not follow," said Frank.
" Why?"
"Because in all probability Long Lance has not returned
yet."
This had not occurred to Walden. It gave him fresh
courage.
"I hope you are right," he said, warmly. "You arc certainly a great comforter, :Mr. Reade."
The Indian boy was released and given a rewai·d.
Then the Warrior once more started on the trail.
'rhe dir ction was taken as indicated by the Indian boy,
and for an hour or two the Warrior kept on.
Then suddenly, as the end of the valley seemed near at
hand, Walden, who was on the fonvard platform, cried:
"Mr. Reade, I hear distant sounds of firing."
"You do?" cried Frank.
"Yes."
"Where?"
"Listen !"
Frank did so. From the direction of the higher hills he
heard plainly the rat!le of fire-arms.
It seemed to indicate that a fight was going on over there,
and instantly all we;e interested.
"We ought to investigate," said Myers.
"You are right," agreed Walden.
"But tha,t is n'ot so easy," said Frank. "How 'will we
get over there?"
This did not seem easy.
But after some search, a defile was found which finally
led out into a moufitain pass.

,:
I

The distant firing had ceased.
:Frank was not sure that this pass would take him to thE
scene, but he was disposed to try it.
·I
Accordingly up the pass the Warrior ran:
For over a mile the machine ran on over the hard stom
floor. Then suddenly open country unfolded itself.
Ten minutes later the occupants of the Warrior behel~
the cliff houses, just as Barney and Pomp had done.
Also the Apache encampment.
" Hurrah!" cried Myers, "we have found the nest at last !'
"You're right," agreed Bent. " I'll bet we find our mel!
here."
There was no doubt in Frank's mind now but that tbi
was really the stronghold of Black Cloud.
If Barney and Pomp were captives here he must rescu·
them.
~·
The young inventor was not ·a. little excited.
He stayed at the wheel, regulating t he tspeed of the War
nor.
' r · J l r I . l r <•
"What will we do, Mr. Reade ?l'· a~ked Walden, with :;om
apprehension. "Arc you go.inlg to atta~k them?"
"Certainly," replied Frank.
"But--"
"What?"
" There are hundreds of them here, and a. fight at cloSl 1
quarters is to he avoided, is it not?"
p
"With my electric gun I can blow them into powder! " declared Frank.
'
"Do you believe it?"
"I know it."
"All right. I have full faith in your discretion, Mr 1,1;
Reade."
Frank sent the Warrior forward at a fair rate of speed.
A few Apaches concealed in the bushes about fired at t~ III
machine.
But the news had spread to the Indian town, and had
created a. most tremendous excitement.
The Apaches all flocked to arms and opened fire .upon thE
Warrior.
to
ThP battle wa s begun.
Frank's tactics were shrewd and at the same time direct w
H e was not disposed to waste any time or words with tiM
wretches.
H e knew that a. parley could end in no possible good el
A quick, strong blow would bring them to terms ani
nothing else.
So Frank quickly brought the Warrior to a point froll ~
whence he could train the gun upon the town.
"Are you going to give 'em a shot?" asked Walden.
J~t
"Yes."
I

•
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"But had we better not first open a little parley with
them?"
"Never!" replied Fr.ank, determinedly.

The Indians were swarming everywhere.

23
In the bushes,

behind bowlders, everywhere they were, and pouring a wlley
"It would only into the Warrior at every turn.
£''

convince them that we feared them . Never offer comproOf course the bullets could not harm the occupants -of the
mise with an Apache. Surrender or die!"
Warrior.
' '·
Walden brought the palms of his hands together vigor·
But it was impossible for them to go outside to help exously.
tricate the Warrior out of the mire.
'1Jpon my worrl, I believe you arc right!" he cried, e~r
Slwuld any one show themselves outside the stee! shell, ·
nestly. "I like ,:your pluck."
Ieath would have been their certain portion. ,.
Frank trained the gun upon the Indian town ancl his
Frank Reade, Jr., was for the time completely in a quanfinger was upon the electric key.

dary .
• He pressed it, and there was an explosion most terrific.
'l'he £aces of all were pale and rigid. Certain death conBut the projectile had passed over the tepees and struck the f ronted them.
wall of the cliff just beyond.
There seemed to be no possible way to prevent the red foe
The aim had been accurate, but a slight movement of the from completely overrunning the electric invention, destroyWarrior had deranged it so that the projectile had gone ing it, and killing all on board.

wide.
/
Four men, armed only with Winchesters, could not hope
There was a terrific e'Xplosiolll which shattered great frag- to cope lop.g with such a large number of savages.
ments from the cliff.£ · I· 1 J'· · 1
\Vith the electric gun it might have been d one.
But the explosion had alarmed the Apaches, and they
But Frank Reade, Jr.'s inventive genius once more came
came swarming out in g.reat' numBers.
to the front.
themJ~ gorod!lasson," muttered Frank.
He brought the Warrior about now, and ran for a higher

"It will give

position some distance away.
But in crossing a flat track, he suddenly, but too late, saw
small quagmire into which the Warrior the next moment
plunged.

j

And the forward wheels flank to the hubs in the soft mire.
In vain Frank tried to back the machine out.
There it stuck fast.
It would go neither one way nor the other.
was of no avail.

All effort

The situation was certainly a hard one:
"By cracky !"cried Myers, "we are in
will we do, Mr. Reade?"

a bad scrape now.

· "There is but one thing," said Frank, grimly.
"What?"
"!ight it out."

He went into the dynamo room and came out with a bi g
coil of wire.
Very quickly he explained to the -others what he desired

..

to have done. His directions were quickly followed.
The wire was thrown out and passed -several times in n
circle about the Warrior.
Then Frank connected them with the dynamos and
turned on the full force of the current.
'l'he savages were not slow to note the position of the Warrior and embrace the situation.
1
They believed that their dreaded foe was at their mercy
and came on full force and with loud yells of triumph.
"Steady, boys I" cried Frank. "Give it to them I"
The four brave defenders of the Warrior poured volley
after volley into the ranks of the Indians.
But the sur~ringmass of savages,
hundreds in number,
u
c,
u

"But they will whip us. They outnumber us five hundred were not t~ be checked.
'rhey came on in a plunging crowd, firing at the Warrior
one."
and throwing their lances and tomahawks against the steel
"I don't think they will want to venture many times
shell.
'thin range of the electric gun," he declared.
Then a chill stru ck him.
But the next-moment·they came in contact with the elecIn that moment he beheld a most appalling fact. The tric wires.
lectric gun was in such a position that it could not be used.
The result was thrilling.
The muzzle was deep in the mud.
The terrible force of the electric current was something
To attempt to extricate was out of the question just then. appalling. Those in front were fairly hurled back as by
the power of a Jiteral.giant.
The red foes were too near at hand.
There was but one way to act, and this was to hold the foe
bay as long as possible with their rifles.

Not one .could cross the fearful line of death. Some were
killed outright by the shock and others were stunned and
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render(;>d unconscious. In less than three minutes several was away with a party of men trying t o
li\ill'dred Indians were piled in a heap about the Warrior.
the besieging line when the ranch was fired. Oh, God
tr ust he was not killed!"
A look of agony passed over the young girl's face.
" Shure an' I hope not, miss," said Barney, earnes
•
FIGHT WITH A P UMA .
~'Maybe he has fallen in with Lieutenant Clarke, an'
" Lieutenant Clarke !" almost screamed the young gi
Barney and Alma Dane crept up the path which led up
f10m ~he canyon with all haste.
'~ Is he here in the Los P esos Hills ?"
• " He with all av his soldiers ; ivery wan."·
It ":as the means of their salvation.
Luck was with them, for the savages did not pursue them.
" God be praised!" she cried, joyfully. "Then faith
A few moments· later they came out in a higher ravine and Lariat Luke reached the fort after all. But, alas! it is
which seemed to lead deeper into the hills.
late to save the r~nch."
Here Alma's str~ngth gave but and she ;was obliged to
Barney's eyes twinkled.
CHAPTER XI.

I

I

rest.
" Thank God l" she breathed, sinking down upon a flat
shelf of rock. " Rescue has come at last! Oh, sir,- to whom
am I indebted for·this service? "
"Shure, miss," said Barney, gallantly, "ye're not indebted
at all. It's only a pleasure, to be shure."
" You are very kind ."
" Me name is Barney O' Shea, miss, at your ser vice."
" Do--do you know my father, Henry Dane, of the Ranch
Above the Clouds 1"
"Shure, an' I do not that, miss," replied Barney, "but r"
thi;nk I've heard me masther tell av that same gintleman."
"Who is your master?" asked the younk girl.
" Misther Frank'Reade, Jr."
" I do not know him."
" Begorra, an' that's quare !" cried Barney, with surprise.
"Shure, I thought iverybody in the worruld knew F rank.
Reade, Jr."
, "The name sounds familiar," said Alma, thoughtfully.
"Oh, I think I have it. I s he not a famous inventor?"
"Yez have hit it roight, miss," said Barney. '
"Then I have heard of him. Is he near here?"
" Shure, an' I've been thryin' to foind him an' the Warrior ."
" The Warrior?"
"Yis, miss.'?
"What is that?"
"Shure, an' it's wan av his wondherful invintions, miss.
It's loike a foine carriage, with a cover an' foine apartments on the inside. An' it goes by electricity."
"Why, how splendid! " cried Alma, clapping her hands.
" I should so like to see it." ·
"Thllt ye may, miss, if I kin foind 111:isther Frank, which

He understood well the sudden animation and fresh spi
of the young girl. He was a keen fellow, this brave-heart
Celt.
Afer a brief rest Alma rose and they went on.
Up the defile they climbed for hours. Barney had n
the slightest idea where he was, but Alma said:
"If daylight will. ever come, I think I can t ell where w
are easily. "
But dayli ght was slow in coming.
Finally, however, the first gray light began to appear i
the east.
It was a relief after long hours of nerve t ension; an
somewhat exhausted, the young girl was obliged to sin
down.
Even Barney was somewhat exhausted. Fortunately th
Celt remembered a bottle of good whiskey which he carrie
in his pocket.
H e produ ced it, saying :
I

"Shure, miss, it's a drop av the crayther as will fix ye
all roight. Will yez have it?"
Alma thanked him and drank some of the liquor.
It revived her greatly, and she was soon able to regain he
feet .
.

"Yis, miss," said Barney; "but, shure, an' phwat goo ~
would that do us if it is burned down entoirely ?"
"Very little, I fear," she said, with a sigh; "but perhaps
from there we may decide upon a course. It is not impossi- ,
ble that we may find friends there."
Barney agreed that this was true, and they pressed on.

l

But as they were skirting a small eminence a thrillin

same I am hopin' to do. Av we kin foind the Warrior, then thi:J?-g happened.
There was a sudden loud roar and a peculiar hiss, an
we kin laugh at the Injuns !"
"Then let us find it by all means," cried the young girl, Barney gave a backward leap.
starting up . . "B-t~t wait; can you t ell me of my father?
"Mither Mary preserve us !" he gasped.

He

lI

" W-e are not far from Pinnacle Pass," she said. "By foil
lowing that we might reach the ranch."
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wat the divil may it be? Git .behoind me, miss, fer yer
The sound .was far off. No doubt a fight was on.
But where was it? Who were the _fighters ? These,Jqu:sr
ife !"
A monster animal was crouching upon the ground directly tions Barney asked himself. Then -be said:
•

I

'

•

Barney's path, and not fifty yards away.
It required but a second glance for Barney to see that it
as a huge specimen of the mountain lion or panther peenar to the Rocky Mountain re~ion.
H e was a giant of his species, and was evidently right in
ghting mood.
Crouched upon the ground, it growled at Barney ~ercely,
d made a movement as if to spring forward .
The Celt's rifle was inst antly at his shoulder.
.A scream broke from Alma.
"Shure, miss, ·don' t yez be a bit afraid," cried the brave
rishman. "I'll niver let the beast hurt yez."
Just as the w~rds left his lips, the beast sprang for Barey.
Straight at him he came. The brave Celt pulled the triger.
Crack!
The bullet struck the animal's skull just over the eye, and
or a moment stunned i . It tumbled in a heap and scramled up in a dazed, confused way.
Before Barney could again fire at the panther it was upon
im.
The Celt had just time to draw his knife and siash at the
nimal.
Fortunately the keen blade struck a vital part and t~e
anther's grip relaxed. There were several stinging wounds
rom its claws in Barney's shoulders.
'l'he Celt followed up his advantage quickl_y ,and the next
low nearly disemboweled the animal.
'l'he battle was ended.
By Barney's pluck and cool work he had gained the vic(
ory.
I
The panther lay stretched at full length upon the ground.
Alma had with difficulty kept from fl inting.
She now came forward solicitously.
"Oh, I hope you are not hurt!;' she cried, anxiously.
"Divil a bit, miss," replied Barney, bluntly. "Only a
few scratches, an' shure I don't moind thim."
The Celt gave the dead 'panther a kick with his foot and
remarked:
"Shure, he'll niver d? any more harrum. Well, miss, I
think we'll be afther goin'."

·•

"Shure, miss, it's a foight, and maybe it is the leftenant .
an' his min foighting wid the Ingins.'ll
"Let us go to the scene· at once!" cried the young girl,
with su~den color rising in her face.
"All roight, miss ; but rtre yez not a bit tired?"
"No, I am quite strong. Let us go at once. Fear not for
me."
"All ro~ght."
They set out at once with all haste in the direction of the
.
'
fidng. As they went on it became evident that it was further a.way from them than they had thought.
Moreover, it seemed to be receding all the while.
The small foot-hills now began to give way to a mighty
expanse of forest.
This covered man~ square miles of a nearly level tract.
At this juncture a small river flowed through the forest.
The underbrush was very dense.
Indeed, it was almost impenetrable, and it quickly became evident that a woman could hardly hope to struggle
through it.
Here was a dilemma.
What was to be done?
The firing now became plainer than ever and -seemed to
come from a point straight down the river. Barney conCluded that a varying wind was the cause of this.
"Bejabers, I don't see but p)lwat we are sthuck !" he ~x
cl imed.
Alma in vain tried to force a way through the undergrowth.

..

'

But it was of no avail.
However, Barney's fertile brain quickly conceived an expedieljlt.
"Shure, an' we'll not be beat!" he declared. "There is
a way to git out av it, an' bejabers, I have-it!"
"What is it?" asked Alma, eagerly.
"Whist, now, an' I'll tell ye."
Barney went down to the water's edge. Some logs lay
upon the bank of the stream.
'
He rolled these into the water. Then he cut some withes
on the bank, and. with them bom:id the logs together.
This made quite a respectable raft. He turned to Alma

But at that moment a distant, strange sound came to Bar- Rnd said:
"Shure, an' we'll niver be beat. Don't yez forgit that !"
ey's ears.
"Splendid!" cried the young girl. "Will it support us
He listened intently.
it
quite
plainly.
It was the both?"
Presently
he
distinguislied
\
attle of fire-arms.
"Of coorse it will. Jist wait wan moment, me lady . Av

I .

/

I
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yez will git onto the raft an' howld it with this pole, I'll
The reason for this was quickly made apparent.
~~Q~ ,y.ez phwat I mean."
The distant sound of fire-arms wa·s to be plainly heard.
"Hurrah!" cried Frank Rea.de, Jr., wildly. "It is C)ark
Alma at once complied.
· 'l"l ~he,stepped onto the raft. Barney sprang upon the bank. and his men, and they ar~ coming just in the nick of time.'•
The Celt proceeded to cut down a tall sapling with his
"Three cheers for the lieutenant i" cried Myers, with enknife. He evidently wished it for a pole to propel the raft thusiasm.
"The battle is not lost yet."
with.
While at work on this, howevet, a thrilling thing hap"Not if we can only get the Warrior out of this mud."
pened.
"We can do that," replied Frank, confidently. "Jus
'fhe strong current caught the end of the raft and swung wait until the coast is clear."
it out into midstream. In vain Alma tried to stop it.
In less than ten minutes after the arrival of the tall chie~
The force of the current nearly twisted her overboard.
the Apaches were all on the move.
"Help-help!" she cried. "Oh, come to me, quick!"
As soon as the coast was clear Frank stepped down from
'
.
"Shure, an' that I will, miss!" cried Barney, starting for theW arrior.
the raft.
He procured a long steel rope and passed it about a disBut before he could reach it a startling thing happened. tant tree, hitching the other end to the windlass on the
There was a wild chorus of yells, and from the woods on platform of the machine.
two sides there sprang a band of painted Apaches.
Slowly but surely the Warrior was lifted out of the quagWith fierce yells they started for the Celt.
mire.
, Barney saw that if he started for the shore he would exOut upon the level ground it wa.s pulled. Then the party
pose himself to be shot down.
gave cheers.
There was no alternative but to step into the deep underThe mud was scraped from the running gear, and then.
brush in his rear.
Frank cried :
Rifle bullets whistled about him, while with horror he
"All aboard!"
saw the raft drifting down the river with helpless Alma
The Warrior once more started in pursuit of the Apaches.
Dane upon it. He was powerless to stop it.
As the village came in view, Frank saw that his surmise
was correct.
Clarke's party had boldly invaded the stronghold of Black
CHAPTER XII.
Cloud, and a terrible battle was in progress.
THE FOREST FIRE.
At that distance Frank hardly dared to use the electric
The efectric wires did their work well, and were really
the means of repulsing the savages.
Heaps of the stunned Apaches lay about the Warrior.
The others, seeing the mysterious fate of their comrades,
were slow to come on.
They had made a desperate but vain effort to- reach the
Warrior and failed.
It was in keeping with Indian nature to now retreat.
They withdrew to a respectful distance and a desultory
fire was kept up.
For over an hour this lasted. Then M:Jers cried :
"Look! What is up?"
This was indeed a puzzler.
There seemed to be some great commotion among the
Indians. A tall chief had arrived, and was giving excited
commands.
What it meant puzzled the party on the Warrior for some
~

Then it became evident that the Apaches were about to
giTe up their attack on theW arrior. .

gun for fear of killing some of the soldiers.
But he kept on until quite near to the exciting scene.
Then he saw a couple of officers upon a slight eminence
near.
One of them Frank recognized at once. It wa.s no other
than Clarke.
'
Reining up his horse he dropped from the saddle and
rushed forward, crying:
"Is it you, Mr. Reade? Hurrah ! ·We shall whip the foe
now!"
"You are right-we will whip them," cried Frank,
springing down and grasping th~ young lieutenant's hand.
"I am glad to see you."
"The same,,- replied Clarke, warmly.
"I ~uppose you have a tight battle on?"
"Yes; my h~ndful o£ men are hardly able to cope with s~
many of the foe."
"ru~~~,
~"Good!

Your electric gun ought to clear the way."

"It shall."

d
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Then they briefly exchanged notes. Clarke ·was very pale
and much distressed.
• "Ah, I fear it is all up!" he groaned. "If Alma is in the
power of Long Lance, I shiver to think of her fate."
"Krep up courage," said Frank. "We will save her yet.''
The cavalry were having IJ.'hard battle with the Apaches.
The latter, realizing that the advantage was theirs, fought
desperately, 'and tried to overwhelm their white foes.
. They might have succeeded in doing so had it not been for
the electric Warrior.
Frank trained the electric. gun quickly, and sent a ,Projectile into the midst of the Apaches.
Another and another was sent, and the Apaches, inspired
I' with fearful terror, made a break for the cover Qf the cliffs.
The victorious whites pursued, and a running fight was
indulged in.
Frank did not deeD} it necessary to pursue with. the Warrior. He remained in con-sultation with Clarke.
"What do you think has become of Barney and Pomp?"
asked the lieutenant.
"Indeed, I am at loss· to know," replied ,Frank. "It
is beyond my best conception. I fear that they have been
f killed by the savages."
r The Apache village was hastily searched. But nothing
was found which could give even the faintest clew.
The Apaches, thoroughly beaten1 had retreated into the
·
hills.

I

a

It was now a question as to what move it was best to pursue. While in this quandary -a sudden outcry was heard..
FraJ?-k and the lieutenant turned quickly, and the latt~r
eried:
"Upon my word! ' Is not that your colored man, Frank?"
The young inventor gazed in the direction indicated and
a sharp cry escaped his lips.
"Pomp!" he exclaimed; "this is too good for belief!"
Running with all speed toward the Warrior was Pomp.
"Pomp!" cried Frank, joyfully, "this is good fortune.
You have come back all safe!"
"Bress de Lor' fo' dat !" cried the darky.
"But-where is Barney?"
"I done spec he am all safe, sah, somewhar wia de lady
we rescued from Long Lance an' his gang."
"What is that?" cried Clarke.
"It am de lady yo' am lookin' ~o', sah, fo' a suttin fa.c'."
"Alma!" criecl Clarke, wildly. '"Where is she, Pomp?
us all about it."
,Pomp caught his breath, and then went on to tell his

tJle hills everywhere. They may fall again into the hands
of the Apaches if we don't work quick."
Quickly the soldiers were on the move. Pomp led the''\vay
as guide.
'
·n. ·
A cut was made through the hills, until finally the ruge
of a mighty track of forest was reached.
It was impossible for the Warrior to enter this.
So it was decided that the horsemen should go forward
through a bridle path, by which Pomp himself had come.
The Warrior was to await here the return of the party.
Clarke and Pomp rode in the van of the cavalcade.
Then they came to the banks of a swift-flowing river.
They .were about to ford this when a peculiar sound came
to the ears of all.
At first it seemed like the distant booming of thunder.
But one of the soldiers was sniffing the air.
"Leftenant," he said, touching his hat, "I think I can
smell fire."
"Fire?"
What was to be done?
If the woods were on fire it would be folly to go ahead.
Indeed, it would be equivalent to certain death. ·
But something had to be done at once. This was certain.
'l'h.e lieutenant quickly made up his mind.
"We will go forward as far as we c n," he declared, "and
then if we are compelled to do so we can turn back."
"Right," said one of the men.
So the party went forward.
•
The thunder of the flames was most frightful to them.
Finally the smoke became so dense that they could go no
further.
· Then a halt was called.
Lieutenant Clarke was satisfied that it would be folly to
keep on. So he gave the order:
"About face!"
They were obliged to go at no slow pace, ana in the course
o£ time came to the river once more,
But here a thrilling sight rewarded them.
I
The woods upon fhe opposite side were literally in flames.
'ro get across was out of the question.
The· party looked at each other in an appalled. manner.
'Dhey were literally hemmed in by the devouring :flames.
\

.

"

CHAPTER X!Il.

•

THE END .

he haddi,nished Clarke cried:
Barney's horror was 'intense as he saw the raft drifting
saddle, all! We must find them at all costs. Scour down the river with the helpless Alma Dane upon it.

,
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But Alma, though terribly frightened, was quite cal:w.
A few hours later, and JUst before sunset, the part.
She clung to the drifh ng logs bravely. ·
reached the electric Warrior.
·1·
H ere it was discovered that H enry Dane and four of his
· Barney had time to shout:
'
men
had turned up safe and well. Joy was upon all sides. •
·. "Howld on, miss ! Be me sowl, I'll thry an' help yez out
Pomp and Barney relieved Myers and Bent on board t~
.. av th~ scrape !"
Warrior.
·
Then the plucky Irishman again opened fire on the savThe next day the victorious party set out for Fort Rig :
ages.

His aim was deadly, and he worked the Winchester so R~
l
The
Los
P
esos
Hills
were
left
behind,
and
in
due
cour~et
well that he kept the I pdians at 'bay.
was
safelv
reached.
L
Seizing his first opportunity, he rushed deeper into the the fort
'
"
l
Nothing
was
seen
of
the
Apaches.
The
electric
gun
hadL
woods.
It was his hope to give the Apaches the slip. I n this he given th em a lesson so severe that they would not. soon rf~
cover from it.
was more successful than he had dared hope.
At the fort a grand •jubilee was indulged in.
Fran ~
For some reason or other the savages suddenly abandoned
Reade, Jr., and his wonderful invention were given a grea ;
the chase.
'.
Realizing this, Barney made a quick course for the bank ovation.
of the river.
He reached it and saw the log raft some distance below
slowly drifting down the stream. .
Alma waved her arms wildly, and Barney cried:
''Kape up your courage, miss. Shure, I 'm comin to
yez."
And the plucky Celt leaped into the water and swam to
the raft.
Clambering aboar , for hours they drifted down the river.
Suddenly Barney heard a. loud, roaring sound, and the
smell of smoke was in the air.
With something like terror, the Celt realized that the
forest was on fire.
"Howly Mither !"he gasped. "If the fire iver reaches us
...
we're done for!"
The river was not so broad .t hat they could hope to escape
the terrible heat, wh1ch would be fatal.
Then suddenly, as the raft turned a bend in the river, a
crowd of men were seen upon the bank some distance below.
They wore United States -q.niforms, and Barney cried:
1
1
" On me loife, the; e is Pomp, the naygur, and a hull lot
of sogers !"
With this the Celt set up a loud cry. It was answered,
and not many minutes later the party was united.
Pomp and Barney were embracing each other, and I.ieutenant Clarke held Alma in his arms.
It was a joyful meeting.
' My darling!" •said the young lieutenant. "We shaH
never be separated again."

"We o~e all our success and h!l-ppiness to you, ~~
frl~l
Reade !" said Clarke, warmlv.
.
,
" Indeed we do," said Aln~a, with a twinkle of her bro ~l
1
eyes.
"If you will only give us help, we will relieve this regio 4
of its curse," continued the lieutenant.
" The Apache 4
shall be all wiped out."
4
.
.
~
.
"Impossible," replied Frank, politely. " I have alread ~
a new invention in mind which I must go home and per- 4
4
feet."
"What is it like ?"
"T~at I prefer not to say as yet . You shall know in du
course of time.·' '
t
A few weeks later saw Frank Reade, Jr., Barney and ;
(
P omp, safe in Reaclestown. There the young inventor wen (
to work upon a new wonder, whi ch we may tell the reade
about at some future day.

•

THE END.
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_ ... . "
" WILD WEST WEEKLY, 1tos .. .................. .. ................ .... .. ............ . .. .
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THE liBEBTJ BOIS. OF '76.
A W_eekly Magazine containing Stories of the A.merica:q Revolution.
By HARRY MOORE.

· These stories are ba.sed on a.ctua.l fa.cts a.nd give a, faithful
account of the exciting adventures of a, bra.ve ba.nd of .American
youths who were a.lwa.ys rea.dy and willing to imperil their lives
for the sa.ke of helping along the gallant cause of Independence
Every number will consist of _32 large pa.ges of reading ma.ttez , ,
bound in a. beautiful colored
cover..
.
LATEST ISSUES :
I

24 The r,lber ty Boys' Double Victory ; or, Downing the Redcoats and
Tories.
25 The Liberty Boys Suspect ed ; or, Taken for British Spies.
26 The Liberty Boys' Clever Trick ; or, Teaching the Redcoats a
Thing or Two.
27 The Liberty Boys' Good Spy Work ; or, With the Red coats In
Philadelphia .
,
1
28 The Liberty Boys' Battle Cry; or, With Washington at the Brandywine.
2!) The Liberty Boys' Wild Ride ; or, A Dash to liave a Fort.
30 The Liberty Boys In a Fix ; or, Threatened by Reds and Whites.
31 The Liberty Boys' B ig Contract ; or, Holding Arnold In Check.
32 Tbe Liberty Boys Shadowed ; or, After Dick Slater for Revenge.
33 The Liberty Boys Duped ; or, The Friend Who Was an Enemy.
<14 The Liberty Boys' F ake Surrender; or , T h e Ruse That Succeeded.
31'i The Liberty Boys' Signal; or, "At the Clang of the Bell."
36 The Liberty Boys' Daring Work; or, R isking Life tor Llberty'l
Cau~e.

37
38
311
4 1J
41
42
43
4i
45
411
47
48
49
50
lit
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
- 59
60

61
62

The Liberty Boys' Prize, and Row They Won It.
The r,lberty Boys' Plot; or , The Plan That Won.
Tbe Liberty Boys' Great Haul ; or, Taking Everything In ' lillgbt.
The Liberty Boys' . Flush Times ; or, Reveling In British Gold.
The J,lberty Boys In a Snare ; or, Almost Trapped.
The Liberty Boys' Brave Rescue; or In t he Nick of Time.
The Liberty Boys' Big Day ; or, Doing Bu siness by Wholesale.
The Liberty Boys' Net ; or, Catching the Red coats and Tories.
The Liberty Boys Worried ; or, The D isappeara n ce of Dick Slater.
The Uberty Boys' Iron Grip ; or , Squeezl ng t he Red coat s.
The Libert y B oys' Success ; or, Doing W hat T hey Set Out t o Do.
The U berty Boys' Setback ; or, Defeated, But Not Disgraced.
The Liberty Boys In Toryviiie; or , Dick Sl ater ' s Fearful Risk.
The Liberty Boys Aroused ; or, Striking Strong Blows for L ibert;¥.
The r~l be rty Boys' Triumph; or, Beating the R ed coats at Their
Own Game.
The Uberty Boys' Scare ; or, A Miss as Good as a Mlle.
The Liber t y Boys' Danger ; or, F oes on All Sides.
The Liberty Boys' F light; or, A Very Narrow Escape.
The L iberty Boys' Strategy; or, Out-Generaling the Enemy.
The Liberty Boys' Warm Wor k ; or, Showing the Redcoats How
t o F ight.
The Liberty Boys' " Push" ; or, Bound to Get There.
The Liberty Boys' Desperate Charge; or, With " Mad Anthony"
at Stony Point.
The Liberty Boys' Justice, And How The.v Dealt It Out.
The Liberty Boys Bombarded ; or, A Very Warm Time. .
'l'he Liberty Boys' Seal ed Orders ; or, Going It Blind.
Th eaf~:~~~s BH~~~ - Darl ng Stroke ; or, W ith "Light -H orse Harry"

63 The Liber ty Boys' Lively Times ; or, Here, There and Everywhere.
64 The dLJ:.er ty Boys' " Ijone Hand" ; or, F ighting Against Great
0

65 The Liberty Boys' Mascot; or , The I do) of the Company.
66 T he L iber t y Boys' W r ath ; or, Going fo r the Red coats Roughshod. 1
67 Th.e Liberty B oys' B attle fo r Life ; or, T he Hardest Struggle of
All.
68 The L tberty Bo~ s· Lost ; or , T he Trap T h at D id Not Work.
69 The Liber ty Boys " Jonah" ; or, 'l'he Youth Who "Queered" E verything
7 0 The Liber ty Boys' Decoy; or, B a it ing the British.
71 T he Liberty Boys L ured ; or, T he S na r e t h e Enemy Set .
72 The Uber t y Boys' Ransom ; or, In t h e H and s of the Tory Outlaws.! '
73 The L iberty Boys a s Sleuth-H ounds ; or , T railing Benedict Ar·

I

I

~~

74 The Libert y Boys " S woop" ; or, Scatter ing t h e Red coats Like ,
Chaft'.
75 The Liberty Boys' " H ot T ime" ; or, L ively Work in Old Virginia.
76 The Liberty Boys' Da ring Scheme ; or, Their P lot to Capture the''
Ki ng 's Son .
77 The L iberty Boys' Bold Move ; or, I nto t he E nemy's Country.
.
78 The L iberty Boys' Beacon L igh t; or, T h e Signv.l on t he Mountain.
79 The L iberty Boys' H onor ; or , The P r omise T h ltt Was Kept.
80 The Liberty Boys' " T en Strike" ; or, Bowling t he Br itish Over.
81 The L iberty B oys' Gra tit ude, a nd H ow they Sh owed It.
82 The Liberty Boys and the Georgia Gian t; or , A Hard Ma n to
Handle.
·
83 The Liberty B oys' Dead Line; or, " Cross It If You Dare !"
•
84 The Liber t y Boys " Hoo-Dooed" ; or, T ro uble a t Every Turn.
~
85 T he Liberty Boys' Leap f or Life ; or , The Ligh t t hat Led T h em.
86 The Liber t y B oys' Indian Friend ; or , The Redsk in who Fought for'
Independence.
87 The Libert y Boys "Going It Blind" ; or , T a k ing B ig Ch a n ces.
88 T he L iberty Boys' B lack B a nd ; or, Bumping t he British Hard.
89 The Liberty Boys' " Hur r y Call" ; or, A Wild Dash t o Save a '
F r iend.
'
00 The L iber t y Boys' Gua rdian Angel ; or , The Beautiful Maid of the
Mounta in.
91 The r~!berty B oys' Brave Sta nd ; or , Set Back but Not Defeated.
92 The Liberty Boys "Treed" ; or , Warm Wor k in the Tall Ti mber. •
!J 3 The L'iberty Boys' Da re ; or, Back ing t he British Down.
94 The Liberty Boys' Best Blows ; or, Beating t he Br it ish at Bennington.
•
!15 The Liberty Boys In New J ersey ; or, B oxing the Ears of the Brit
Ish L ion.
!J6 The Liberty Boys' Da ring: or . Not Af raid of An yth ing.
9 7 The Liberty Boys' L ong Ma r ch ; or, T he MoYe t hat P uzzled th '
British.
!JR The Libe rty Boys' Bold Front ; or, H ot T imes on Harlem H eights.
99 The Liberty Boys In New York ; or, H elpin g to H old the Gre11t
City.
100 The r,lberty B oys' Big Risk ; or, R eady t o T ake Chances.
·
101 The Liberty Boys' Drag-Net ; or, H auling the Red coats I n.
102 The Liberty Boys ' Lightning Wor k ; or, Too Fast for t he British.

For Sale by All Newsdealers, or will be Sent to Any Address on Receipt of Price, 5 Cents per Copy, by

FBAWK TOUSEY, -Publisher,

24 Union Squa.re, :New York.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of our Libraries and cannot procure them from newsdllalers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out and fill
in the following Order Blank and send it to us with the price of the books you want and we will send them to you by return mail.
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THE STAGE.

No; 31. HQW

T9

BECOME A

SPEAKER.-Co~taining four-

So, H. TH E .BOYS OF NJ\l W YORK E N D · ~EN' S J OKE teen tll ustratJOns, gtving t he different positions requisite t o becom4

OOK. -Contau11ng a great vanety of the latest jokes used by the a good speaker, reader a nd elocutionist. A lso con taining gems froll!
oat famo us end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without a_ll t he PORu lar !lnthors of p rose and poetry, a r rar.ged in t he m01:1··

h1s wonderful little boc:.. ,
s1mple and conctse manner possible.
.
~
No•. -if. THE ~OYS 01<' NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.No. 49. _HOW 'l'O DEBA'.rE.-Giving ru les for conduciin1 dt>·
onta1!lmg a var1ed asso,rt~ent of ~tump speeches, Negro, Dutch bates, outhnes for debates, questions for discussion and tiM bH-•

nd Ir1sh. Also end mens JOkes. Just the thing for home amuseent and amat~ur shows.
•
No. 45. THE BOYS OF :1\EW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
ND JOKI<J B<;lOK.;-Something new and very instructive. Every
oy. s!Jould obtam th1s ~oo.k. as it contains full instructions for ora.mzmg an amatenr mmstrel troupe.
. .
No. 65. ~1ULDOO!"/'S .JOKE~--:-Th~s is one of the most original
oke books ever pubhshcd, and 1t 1s br1mful of wit and. humor. It
ntalna a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of
errene<> ~Iuldoon, the great wit, humori st, and practical joker of
e ~ay. Every boy .who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
bta!D a copy Immedtatelv.
No. 79. Hf?W TO BECO~IE AN ACTOR.-Containing com' lete InstructiOns how to make up for va riou s characters on the
:&.&'e • tog~ther with the duties of the Stage l\Ianager , Prompter,
cenlc Art1st and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager.
No, 80. GUS WII.LIAl\IS' JOKE BOOK- Containing the )att jokes, anecdotes and f unny stories of thi s world-renown ed and
Ter popular Ger!fl t,ID comerlian. Sixt y-four pages; handsome
lor~d "')•er contammg a half-tone pho to of the author.

sources for procuring information on the questions g'iven.

SOCIETY.

No. 3. E;OW TO FLIRT.-The arts and wiles of flirtation •1"<
full y !'Xpl~ll!ed by t his little book. Besides the various methods o'•
. ha.udkerch1er, fan, glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation it con·
~mns a .ftdl list of the language and sentiment of flowers, :~hich '"
m_teresttng to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happ
Without one.
·
. ~o. 4. H.OW .'1'0 DANSE is the title of a new and handsonH
l~tt•e .book JUSt 1ssued by l! rank . Tousey. It contains full lnstrut
twos m the art of da uC'iug, etiquette in the ball-room and at partie1
how to drrss, ,and full directions for calling off in all popular squal"'
dances.
No. !?· HOW TQ l\IAK~ LOVJ!l.-A c~mplete guide to Ion
courl ~ h1p nnrl ma !:nage, g1vmg sensible advice, rules and etlquettl
to be observed, With many curious and interesting things not .&'fl'
(;rally known.
No. 17. f!:OW •.ro DR~SS.-Containing full instruction In t h<
art of rlressmg and appeanng well at home and abroad ·givlnt th.
selections of colors, material. and how to have them made up
~o. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIF UL.-One of th1
HOUS EK E EPI N G .
bnghtest and_ most valuable little books E'ver given to the worll
~o . 16. H9W TO KEEP A, WIND_OW GARDEN:-Containing E verybody w1shcs to know how to become beautiful, both male an1
'11.11 lnstructwns for constructmg a wmdow garden e1t her in t own fcma l ~>. The secret is simple, and almost costless. Read tbl1 boot·
r country, and the most approved methods for rai s ing bea utiful an d he convinced how to become beautiful.
aowel"i at howe. The most complete book of t he k ind eve r pub'4hed
BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.- One of t he mos t instru ctive books
No .. \· IIOW. TO K~EP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated a.r ;
.n CQok ing evet· published. It . contains. recipes fo r cooki ng meats, conta mmg fu ll mst ructwn s. for the management and training of tL1
·~h . ;:~m e , and oys ters ; al so pi es, pud dmgs, cakes and a ll kinds of canary, mockmgbird, boboltnk, blackbird, paroquet, oarrot, !!tC.
;,utry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our mos t popular
No. 3!). HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PiGEONS AN!
?Ok5 ,
RAB BITS. -A usef ul and instructive book. Handsomely illu•
~o. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.- It contains informlltion for trated. By Ira U rofraw.
,verybody, boys, giFls, men and women; it will t ea ch you how to
No. 40. HOW TO l\IAKE AND SET TRAPS.- Includlnt; hint:
.:1ak .. almost auythmg arvund th e house, s uch as pa rlor ornaments on how to catch mol es, weasels, otter, rats. squirrels and bird;
~ackP•s cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.' Al so how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrlngto •
Keene.
E L ECTR ICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-J.
'\o, · t6 HOW TO MAKE AXD USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing moun tit;·.
>cription o f the wonderful uses of elect l'i city anrl electro magnetism· and preserving birds, animals and insects.
'
og,.rher VIlh full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries:
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Givlng co~
tc f!Y George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty il- plete information as to the mannet· and method of raising, keepin
" ' 1nli ons.
~aming, _breeding, an.d managing all kinds of p~ts; also giving fu .
:\ o IH HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- mstructwns for makmg cages, etc. Fully explamed by twenty-eigL •
a!n io g full Jirections for making electrical machines, induction' illustrations, making it the most complete book of 'tbe k'nd ?vc
-o1ls, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electticlty. published.
'ly R . A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
JVIISCELLANEOUS .
Xo. 67. HOW 'l'O DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.- Containing a
:trgo collection ol' instructive and highly amusing electri<:al tri cks
No. 8. IIOW TO BJjJCOME A SCIEN'TIST.-A useful and 1~
ogetb Pr with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
' structive book, giving a comp lete treatise on chemistry; also e:~>
periments in acoustics, mechani cs, mathematics, chemistry, and df,
rections for making fir~work s, colored fires, and· gas balloon I . Thh
ENTERTAINMENT.
-·a. 9 HOW TO BECOME A: VENTRI LOQUIST.-By Harry book canuot be equaled.
No: 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book fer·
~ennedy. The secret given away. Every intelli~ent boy reading
·his book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- makin~r all kinds of candy, ice-cream, syrups, essences, etc., etc.
No. 1!}.- FRANK TOUSEY'S UNITED STATES DISTANCJ!
·udes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
nt, and f' reate any amou nt of fun for himself and friends. It is the TABLES, POCKET COMPANION AND GUIDE.-Givlng t ht
official
distances on all the railroads of the United State• an~
neatest ~ook ~ve r published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
No. ~0. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A Canada. Al so table of distances by water to foreign ports, ha cl•f: ry valuabl~> little book just published. A complete compendium. fares in the principal cities, reports of the census, etc., etc .. makinf
~t games. sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable it one of the most complete anrl handy books published
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.- A wo11
't~r par lor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the
derful book. containing useful and practical information in th•
-:Joney than any book published.
.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.- A complete and useful little treatment of ordina~y diseases and ailments common to ever-t
oook, containing the rules and r~gulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general con:
plaints.
•
' !lckgammon. croqtwt. dominoes, etc.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT ST :DIPS AND COINS.-Cor
"i'o. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Containing a ll
he leading conundrums of the day , amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding the collecting and arra ngln ..
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illust.rutl'd.
•nd witty sayings.
No. 58. HOW 'rO BE A DE'l'EC'l'IVE.-By Old King B ra d,
~o . 52. HOW '1'0 P LAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
•ook. giving the r ules and full directions for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuablf
)lige, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce, P edro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners. and also relates ,some adventurer
\uction Pitch. All Fours. and man~· other popular games of cards. anrl experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PITOTOGRAPHER. -Contal1>
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three hun!red interesting puzzles and conundrums. with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how t o work It .
a lso how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Sli des and otht•
· omolete bvok. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
Transparencies. Handsome ly illustrated. By Captain W. De W
,
Abney.
ETIQUETTE.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILlTARl
~o 13. HOW T O DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
CADET.-Containin~
full
explanations
how to gain admittan~
~ a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, P0111
, 11 about. Th~>re's happiness in it.
No. ~ . HOW TO BEHA VE.-Containing the ru les and etiquette Guard, Police Regnlations, Fire Department, and all a boy sbouH
' goorl soC'iety a nrl the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Compiled anrl written by Lu Senarens, autbo1
''":t:-i n l!' to good arlvantage at parties. balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Complete l~
u the dr·awing-room.
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis N a vG
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, descriptio~·
DECLAMATION.
No. 27. HOW T O R ECITE AND BOOK O F R ECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings. historical sketch. and everythlng a ~
should
know to beC'ome an llfficer in the United States N a'Vy. Collt'
- Conttt>mng the most popular se l e~tions in use, comprising Dutch
1ialect French dialect, Yaultee a nd I rish dialect pieces, together pi led and writt<.'n by Ln Senarens, autbor of "H ow t<> B.oo'l:lc. f
West Point Military Cadet."
'>~ith many standard readings.
I

I

\

PRICE 10 CENTS EACH~ OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Address FltANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.

FRANK READE
Containin! Storios of Advonturos on Land, So aand.in tho Ak. ·
'B"'Y" ''N"ON'".A.1v.I:E.';
•
· a Handsomely Illuminated Cover•
Each Number tn

~A

32-PACE BOOK FOR 5 CENTS.~

All our readers know F rank Reade , Jr., t he g t·eatest inventor of the age, and his tw
fun-loving ch mns, Ba rney and P omp. Tile stor ies to be published i n this magazine w·
contain a t rue a ccount of t he wonderful a nd exciting adventures of t he fa mous inventor
With his m a rvellous flyi ng machines, electrical overla nd engines, a nd his ext raordinaQ
submarine boats. Each {lu mber will be a r are treat. Tell your newsdealer to get you
copy.
1 FRANK READE, JR.'S WHITE CRUISER OF 7
THE CLOUDS; or, The Search for the Dog-Faced
Men.
8
2 FRANK READE, JR.'S SUBMARINE BOAT "THE
EXPLORER"; or, To the North Pole Under the
I ce.
9
3 FRANK READE, JR.'S ELECTRIC VAN; or, Hunting Wild Animals in the Jungles of India.
4 FRANK READE, JR.'S ELECTRIC .AIR CANOE; 10
or, The Search for the Valley of Diamonds.
5 FRANK READE, JR.'S "SEA SERPEN'l"' ; or, The
Search for Sunke11 Gold.
6 FRANK READE, JR.'S ELECTRIC TERROR, THE
"THUNDERER"; or, The Search for the Tartar's
Captive.

FRANK READE, JR. ·s AIR WONDER, TH
"KITE"; or, A Six Weeks' Flight over the Ande
FRANK READE, JR.'S DEEP SEA DIVER, TH
"TORTOISE"; or, The Search for a Sunken Isl
and.
FRANK READE, JR.'S ELECTRIC INVENTIO
THE "WARRIOR"; or, Fighting the Apaches i
Arizona.
'
FRANK READE, JR., AND HIS ELECTRIC AI
BOAT ; or, Hunting Wild Beasts for a Circus.
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